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Why multibosons at the LHC?

• Precision tests of the SM gauge sector through cross-
section measurements of high-rate processes 

• Measurement of rare processes 
• Electroweak production through Vector Boson 

Scattering (VBS) 
• Triple gauge boson production 

• Access to triple and quartic gauge couplings → 
sensitivity to new physics 

• Photons are unique probes that provide a clean signature 
and do not suffer from leptonic branching fractions
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A Diversity of final states

• Photons are mainly 
emitted via Initial State 
Radiation (ISR) and Final 
State Radiation (FSR) 

• FSR tends to be soft and 
collinear with the lepton.  
Generally rejected in favor 
of more interesting final 
states
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(TGC, QGC) which generally 
occur at higher -Q2 and are more 
interesting
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Characterizing new physics

• We want to characterize the effects of possible new 
physics within the context of our SM measurements 

• Define a generic extension to the SM Lagrangian
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Dim-6, search 
for aTGCs

Dim-8, search for aQGC 
assuming no aTGC

Ignore lepton flavor 
violating terms

• Does not rely on any concrete model 
• New physics should appear in Dim-6 first 
• Also look for Dim-8 where we have sensitivity
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What does it look like?

• The New Physics lies beyond our reach to identify 
resonant production 

• NP effects enter the tails of the SM distribution, appearing 
as an increased production rate at high -Q2  
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Figure 1: Differential cross section versus invariant mass for the process pp → W+W− at
the CERN Large Hadron Collider (14 TeV). Both the SM cross section and the cross section
including the dimension six operator OWWW are shown. Also shown is the unitarity bound
on the cross section. Results were generated with Whizard [27] and checked with MadGraph
[28].

are expressed in terms of just two parameters. These results are just the momentum-space
analogues of the results for the Lagrangian parameters above.

6 Unitarity bounds

Among the implications of S-matrix unitarity for scattering processes is an upper bound
on the partial wave amplitudes. In the case of electroweak vector boson pair production,
this upper bound is far above the standard model result. For example, we show in Fig. 1
the invariant mass spectrum for W+W− production in the standard model at the CERN
Large Hadron Collider (14 TeV), as well as the upper bound on the cross section obtained
by saturating the J = 1 partial wave amplitude (see Appendix B). We also show in Fig. 1
the W+W− cross section obtained by adding the operator OWWW to the standard model,
with a coefficient cWWW/Λ2 = (400 GeV)−2. The cross section deviates from the standard
model at large invariant mass, as expected.

In the effective-field-theory approach, the unitarity bound is irrelevant [13]. Dimension-
six operators yield terms in the amplitude that grow like s/Λ2, and will eventually violate the
unitarity bound at high energy. However, when that happens the effective field theory has
become useless, and should be discarded. Once s/Λ2 is of order unity, there is no justification
for ignoring the yet higher-dimension operators, since they are not suppressed.

In contrast, consider the anomalous couplings approach. Since the couplings reside in
the Lagrangian, they are necessarily constants (that is, independent of energy). However,
constant anomalous couplings yield amplitudes that grow like s/M2

W , and eventually violate
the unitarity bound at high energy. To avoid this, one abandons the Lagrangian in favor of
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Z𝛾 → 𝞶𝞶𝛾 8 TeV and 13 TeV

8 TeV 19.6 fb-1 (2012) Phys. Lett. B 760 (2016) 448 and 13 TeV, 2.3 fb-1 (2015) CMS-PAS-SMP-16-004
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NEW

Unique signature with one high pT photon and ET
miss.  No FSR from neutrinos

6 6 Cross section measurement

Source Z(nn)g [%]
Photon and ET/ Energy Scale +3.43, -5.01

jet and ET/ energy scale +2.30,-2.36
Jet energy resolution +1.20, -1.38

Unclustered ES +1.9, -0.6
Pileup 0.3
Lumi ±2.6 %

PDFs +as (for k-factor) ⇠10
Scale factor 6.4

Table 1: Systematic uncertainties considered on A ⇥ e for Z(nn)g signal sample from various
sources.

Grazzini et.al is 50 + 2.4 � 2.2 fb, where the uncertainty includes only scale variations. The
expected number of Zg ! nng signal events are obtained using Madgraph and corrected for
NNLO cross section, found to be 345 ± 43. The total number of expected background events
is 268 ± 26. A summary of the backgrounds and data yield is given in Table 2, wherein the
uncertainties in the background estimates include both statistical and systematic sources.

Table 2: Summary of estimated backgrounds and observed total number of candidates. Back-
grounds listed as “Others” include the small contributions from W ! µn, Zg ! ``g, gg, and
g+jet. Uncertainties include both statistical and systematic contributions.

Process Estimate
W(! `n) + g 103 ± 21

W ! en 60 ± 6
jet ! g MisID 45 ± 14

Beam halo 25 ± 6
Others 36 ± 3

Total background 268 ± 26
Z(! nn̄) + g 345 ± 43

Data 630

The Zg ! nng cross section for Eg
T > 145 GeV and |h| < 1.44 is calculated using the following

formulae:

s ⇥ B =
Ndata � Nbg

A ⇥ e ⇥ L
,

A ⇥ e = (A ⇥ e)sim ⇥ r,

where Ndata is the number of observed events, Nbg is the estimated number of background
events, A is the geometrical and kinematic acceptance of the selection criteria, e is the signal
selection efficiency, and L is the integrated luminosity. The product of A ⇥ e is estimated from
the simulation to be 0.377± 0.001, where the uncertainty is statistical. The estimated correction
factor r is 0.94 ± 0.06.

The measured production cross section for Zg ! nng for Eg
T > 145 GeV and |h| < 1.44 is 52.7±

2.1 (stat) ± 6.4 (syst) ± 1.4 (lumi) fb, which is in agreement with the theoretical cross section,
predicted at NNLO, of 50.0 + 2.4 � 2.2 fb.

The distributions of photon transverse energy and ET/ are given in Fig. 2, with the signal and
background predictions overlaid. The expected contributions from a nonvanishing neutral
TGC are also shown. No excess of events is observed.
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Figure 2: The Eg
T and Emiss

T distributions in data (points with error bars) compared with the SM
Zg ! nng signal and estimated contributions from backgrounds. The background uncertainty
includes statistical and systematic components.
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1.6 (lumi) fb, which is in agreement with the theoretical cross section, predicted at NNLO, of242

65.5 ± 3.3 fb [14, 15].243
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We performed a measurement of the Zg ! nn̄g cross section in pp collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV245

based on a dataset with integrated luminosity corresponding to 2.3 fb�1. In the regime of246

pg
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• W𝛾 — estimate using simulation.   8 TeV : corrected 
to NLO QCD, 13 TeV: NNLO QCD + NLO EWK  

• misidentified electrons and jets — data driven 
• Instrumental background ( beam halo, ECAL spikes ) 

estimated from data

Cross section Results

• 1 photon, pT > 145 GeV (8 TeV) or > 175 GeV (13 TeV), |η| < 1.44 
• large ET

miss
 — 8 TeV result uses a minimized χ2 to improve 

resolution from instrumental effects 
• large φ separation between photon and ET

miss
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Process Estimate
Zg ! nng 41.74 ± 6.67
Wg ! `ng 10.60 ± 1.58

W ! en 7.80 ± 1.78
Jet ! g misidentified 1.75± 0.61

Beam halo 5.90 ± 4.70
Spurious ECAL signals 5.63 ± 2.20

Rare backgrounds 3.03 ± 0.69
Total Expectation 76.45 ± 8.82

Data 77

Table 2: Summary of estimated backgrounds and observed total number of candidates for
2.3 fb�1 at 13 TeV. Other rare backgrounds include the contributions from the g + jets, Zg !
`+`�g, W ! µn, W ! tn and ttg processes.
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with the SM Zg ! nng signal and estimated contributions from backgrounds. The background
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W𝛾 and Z𝛾 VBS
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1

1 Introduction

In the past few decades the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has achieved great success
through various stringent tests and the discovery of all particles predicted by the model, in-
cluding the recently observed Higgs boson [1, 2]. Non-Abelian nature of the gauge interactions
was tested by the measurements of the diboson productions (see e.g. [3–12]). The LHC also
allows to measure many novel processes predicted by the SM, especially those that involve
pure electroweak (EWK) interactions which lead to relatively small cross sections compared
with huge QCD backgrounds. Typical examples include triple gauge boson production [13]
and vector boson scattering (VBS) or vector boson fusion (VBF) processes [14–19].

The EWK W/Z production in association with two jets has been studied at hadron colliders in
measurements of the rapidity gaps between jets [20, 21], as probe of the anomalous triple gauge
couplings (aTGC), or as a background to Higgs boson searches in the VBF channels [22–25]. The
EWK Z and Zg with two jets have recently been measured at the LHC [16, 18, 19, 26], where
a good agreement between measured and predicted values was observed. Moreover, the CMS
experiment found evidence for the exclusive gg to W+W� production, and both the ATLAS
and CMS collaborations have published their results on EWK same-sign W pair production -
all the results are in good agreement with the SM predictions [14, 15, 17].

In this analysis, we search for the EWK-induced Wg production in the W leptonic decay chan-
nel (W ! ln, l = e, µ) and in association with two jets [27] (EWK Wg+2jets). This process is
expected be one of the highest cross section VBS processes observable at hadron colliders. As
shown in Fig. 1, this process includes several different classes of diagrams: bremsstrahlung of
one or two vector bosons, and most interestingly VBS EWK processes such as Fig. 1c.

(a) Bremsstrahlung

d

c

W +

c s

s

W +

W +

(b) With TGC (c) With QGC

Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagrams for the EWK Wgjj production at the LHC: (a)
Bremsstrahlung, (b) Bremsstrahlung with TGC, and (c) VBS with quartic gauge coupling.

The Wg+2jets production at the LHC has three major contributions at the leading order (LO):
QCD production, EWK, and triple gauge boson WVg process, with V decaying into a quark-
antiquark pair. There are interferences among these processes, however it is possible to sup-
press the interference effect by choosing different phase spaces for the measurements. The
WVg events can be removed efficiently by a large Mjj cut and the EWK production should be
enhanced at the higher Mjj region. There are also other variables that can increase the expected
significance of the EWK signal. In Ref.[27, 28], where the EWK-induced signal at order O(asa5)
and the QCD-induced signal at order O(a3

s a3) are discussed it is shown, that the VBS selections
can be improved by adding Zeppenfeld variable to the selections.

In addition to the main background QCD production of Wg+2jets [28], other backgrounds
include jets misidentified as photons or electrons, diboson events with a hadronic W or Z
(W/Z! jj) and one photon from initial/final state radiation (ISR/FSR), and contributions
from top pair (tt ! lnjj) and single top (pp ! tq ! `njj) events with an ISR/FSR photon.

• Large Δηjj 
• Large Δφ(V𝛾, jj) 
• Zeppenfeld variable cut 
• Large Mjj

VBS topology 
provides access to 
QGC and anomalous 
couplings

Baseline SelectionW𝛾 VBS Z𝛾 VBS 
• 1 photon, pT > 22 GeV  
• 1 electron or muon (trigger) 
• ET

miss
 > 35 GeV 

• mT > 30 GeV

• 1 photon, pT > 25 GeV  
• 2 electrons or 2 muons (trigger) 
• 70 < Mll < 100 GeV

VBF Selection 
optimized separately for W𝛾 and Z𝛾 Main background from misidentified jets 

• Derive a fake factor using data in 
isolation sidebands 

• Extrapolate to signal region using and 
independent data sample enriched in 
misidentified jets

W Id Z Id

CMS-PAS-SMP-14-011
CMS-PAS-SMP-14-018

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SMP-14-011/index.html
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Figure 2: The signal region Mjj distribution, for muon channel (left) and electron channel
(right). The backgrounds for misidentified photons and electrons are estimated from data as
described in the text. The dibosons contribution include WV(+g) and Zg(+jets) processes. The
top contribution includes both the tt̄g and single top quark processes. Signal contribution is
shown on top of backgrounds. The last bin has been extended to include the overflow events,
and the hatched error bands include the full statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
backgrounds summed in quadrature. The uncertainty in the ratio plot corresponds to this
hatched error.

Table 2: Number of events per process, with combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
The “Total prediction” represents the sum of all the individual contributions. The multijets
with one jet misidentified as an electron background is negligible in this region.

Process Muon channel Electron channel
EWK-induced Wg+2jets 5.8 ± 1.8 3.8 ± 1.2
QCD-induced Wg+jets 11.2 ± 3.2 10.3 ± 3.2

W + jets, 1 jet ! g 3.1 ± 0.8 2.2 ± 0.6
MC tt̄g 1.2 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.2

MC single top quark 0.5 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.4
MC WVg, V! two jets 0.3 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2

MC Zg + jets 0.2 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2
Total prediction 22.1 ± 7.2 17.9 ± 6.0

Data 24 20

• Mjj > 700 GeV, |Dh(j, j)| > 2.4,

• pl
T > 20 GeV, |hl | < 2.4,

• pg
T > 20 GeV, |hg| < 1.4442,

• E/T > 20 GeV,
• DRj,j, DRl,j, DRg,j, DRl,g > 0.4.

The fiducial region does not include selection requirements on the Zeppenfeld variable |yWg �
(yj1 + yj2)/2.0| and the |DfWg,dijet| variable, that are applied at the reconstruction level. The
acceptance correction for these selections is 0.289 ± 0.001 for EWK and 0.174 ± 0.002 for QCD.

Theoretical predictions are obtained based on the modelling of the simulated events as de-
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Figure 2: The Mjj distributions measured in (a) muon and (b) electron channels. The data (solid
symbols with error bars representing the statistical uncertainties) are compared to background
estimate based on data as described in the text convoluted with MC predictions for the signal
contribution. The shadowed bands represent the full uncertainty on predictions as described
in Section. 6. The last bin is overflow bin that contains the events above 1200 GeV.

mated by dividing the misidentified photon region into two regions based on isolation vari-
ables bounds in standard photon selection criteria and calculate the difference of the misiden-
tified photon rate in each subregion. These uncertainties are found to be 13.3%, 21.2%, 48.6%
for pg

T regions 20-30 GeV, 30-50 GeV and above 50 GeV respectively. The shape uncertainty is
estimated by using the fake photon templates from MC Drell-Yan sample instead of those mea-
sured in data. These uncertainties are respectively 7.7%, 5.1%, 4.6% for the same pg

T bins. Thus
the final total uncertainties of the misidentified photon background estimation are 15.3%, 21.8%
and 48.8%.

The systematic uncertainty in the estimation of trigger efficiency is found to be 1.2% and 1.7%
for Z!µ+µ� channel and Z!e+e� respectively and the systematic uncertainty in the efficien-
cies of lepton reconstruction and identification for both channels is found to be 1.9% and 1.0%
respectively [28], using the tag-and-probe technique [16]. The systematic uncertainty of jet
energy scale and resolution is estimated by varying up and down the jet energy scale and res-
olution by 1s and computing the effect on the acceptance, and the value is 14.1% for Mjj > 400
GeV [29]. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 2.6% [30].

The PDF uncertainty for signal is estimated with CT10 [31] following the asymmetric Hessian
method illustrated in Ref. [32, 33], with the values 4.2% and 2.4% in two Mjj bins. The scale
uncertainty is evaluated by varying renormalization and factorization scales independently by
a factor of 2, with the values 9% and 12% in two Mjj bins. Moreover, the interference effect be-
tween QCD and EWK Zg+two jets processes, which is defined as s(QCD + EWK)� s(QCD)�
s(EWK)]/s(EWK), is considered and it is included in the relevant uncertainty, with the val-
ues 17.5% and 10.9% in two Mjj bins. These three kinds of theoretical uncertainties are only
considered for signal process. Moreover, the theoretical uncertainty from the top background
is 20% [3].

All the systematic uncertainties metioned will be applied in the significance measurement and
aQGC search, and propagated to the uncertainty of the measured fiducial cross section, with

• Measure EWK and EWK+QCD cross sections 
• For EWK cross section the QCD background is normalized in the 

low Mjj control region   
• Set aQGC limits in events with large photon pT
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• pl1,l2
T > 20 GeV, |hl1,l2| < 2.4,

• 70 GeV < Mll < 110 GeV,
• pg

T > 20 GeV, |hg| < 1.4442,
• DRjj, DRjg, DRlg, DRjl > 0.4,

where ”l1” and ”l2” denote the lepton and anti-lepton decayed from Z boson, and the angular
separation DR =

p
(Dh)2 + (Df)2. We define sfiducial region = sgenerator · µ̂ · agenerated to fiducial,

where sgenerator is the cross section to generate signal events, agenerated to fiducial is the acceptance
evaluated through simulation. Based on the selection above, the fiducial cross section of EWK
Zg+two jets is measured to be 1.86+0.89

�0.75(stat.)+0.41
�0.27(sys.) ± 0.05(lumi.) fb, which is consistent

with the theoretical prediction at leading order of 1.26 ± 0.11(scale)± 0.05(PDF) fb calculated
using MADGRAPH.

It is also interesting to measure the combined EWK and QCD Zg+two jets production rate in a
region where VBS contributes significantly. Here we define sfiducial region = (Ndata � Nbackground)/(L ·
Ae), where Ae is a ratio between the events after all reconstruction level cuts and the events
in fiducial region. The fiducial region is defined as before except changing to Mjj > 800 GeV:
7 events of data are remained and MC simulations give 5.0 events from signal with 0.6 from
backgrounds, and the fraction of EWK process is 71.5%. This corresponds to 4.3/4.5 s as ex-
pected/observed significance. Based on the selection above, the fiducial cross section is mea-
sured to be 1.00± 0.43(stat.)± 0.26(syst.)± 0.03(lumi.) fb, which is consistent with the theoret-
ical prediction at leading order calculated using MADGRAPH: 0.78 ± 0.09(scale)± 0.02(PDF)
fb.

8 Anomalous Quartic Gauge Coupling Parameterization

If there is new physics between the TeV scale and the Planck scale, the low energy effects of
that physics can be parameterized as effective anomalous couplings. The effects would be sup-
pressed at low energy scales but may be significant in highest energy events probed at the
LHC. With the discovery of the Higgs boson, the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) mech-
anism of the SM has been tested and within this formalism, we can extend the SM Lagrangian
with higher dimensional operators, which also keep the SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y gauge symmetry. In
our parameterization, the SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y gauge symmetry is implemented linearly [35]. The
Lagrangian of aQGC is as below:

LaQGC =
fM0

L4 Tr
⇥
WµnWµn

⇤
⇥

h
(DbF)†DbF

i
+

fM1

L4 Tr
h
WµnWnb

i
⇥

h
(DbF)†DµF

i

+
fM2

L4

⇥
BµnBµn

⇤
⇥

h
(DbF)†DbF

i
+

fM3

L4

h
BµnBnb

i
⇥

h
(DbF)†DµF

i

+
fT0

L4 Tr[ŴµnŴµn]⇥ Tr[ŴabŴab] +
fT2

L4 Tr[ŴaµŴµb]⇥ Tr[ŴbnŴna]

+
fT8

L4 BµnBµnBabBab +
fT9

L4 BaµBµbBbnBna. (1)

The Lagrangian of the aQGCs is implemented within the MADGRAPH package. We use the Zg
system, MZg, to extract the limits. The Zg mass distribution is shown in Fig.4, including 5 bins
from 100 GeV to 420 GeV and the last bin include overflows.

The final selection for aQGC limit is as following:
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�0.27(sys.) ± 0.05(lumi.) fb, which is consistent

with the theoretical prediction at leading order of 1.26 ± 0.11(scale)± 0.05(PDF) fb calculated
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It is also interesting to measure the combined EWK and QCD Zg+two jets production rate in a
region where VBS contributes significantly. Here we define sfiducial region = (Ndata � Nbackground)/(L ·
Ae), where Ae is a ratio between the events after all reconstruction level cuts and the events
in fiducial region. The fiducial region is defined as before except changing to Mjj > 800 GeV:
7 events of data are remained and MC simulations give 5.0 events from signal with 0.6 from
backgrounds, and the fraction of EWK process is 71.5%. This corresponds to 4.3/4.5 s as ex-
pected/observed significance. Based on the selection above, the fiducial cross section is mea-
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pressed at low energy scales but may be significant in highest energy events probed at the
LHC. With the discovery of the Higgs boson, the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) mech-
anism of the SM has been tested and within this formalism, we can extend the SM Lagrangian
with higher dimensional operators, which also keep the SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y gauge symmetry. In
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The Lagrangian of the aQGCs is implemented within the MADGRAPH package. We use the Zg
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Figure 2: The signal region Mjj distribution, for muon channel (left) and electron channel
(right). The backgrounds for misidentified photons and electrons are estimated from data as
described in the text. The dibosons contribution include WV(+g) and Zg(+jets) processes. The
top contribution includes both the tt̄g and single top quark processes. Signal contribution is
shown on top of backgrounds. The last bin has been extended to include the overflow events,
and the hatched error bands include the full statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
backgrounds summed in quadrature. The uncertainty in the ratio plot corresponds to this
hatched error.

Table 2: Number of events per process, with combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
The “Total prediction” represents the sum of all the individual contributions. The multijets
with one jet misidentified as an electron background is negligible in this region.

Process Muon channel Electron channel
EWK-induced Wg+2jets 5.8 ± 1.8 3.8 ± 1.2
QCD-induced Wg+jets 11.2 ± 3.2 10.3 ± 3.2

W + jets, 1 jet ! g 3.1 ± 0.8 2.2 ± 0.6
MC tt̄g 1.2 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.2

MC single top quark 0.5 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.4
MC WVg, V! two jets 0.3 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2

MC Zg + jets 0.2 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2
Total prediction 22.1 ± 7.2 17.9 ± 6.0

Data 24 20

• Mjj > 700 GeV, |Dh(j, j)| > 2.4,

• pl
T > 20 GeV, |hl | < 2.4,

• pg
T > 20 GeV, |hg| < 1.4442,

• E/T > 20 GeV,
• DRj,j, DRl,j, DRg,j, DRl,g > 0.4.

The fiducial region does not include selection requirements on the Zeppenfeld variable |yWg �
(yj1 + yj2)/2.0| and the |DfWg,dijet| variable, that are applied at the reconstruction level. The
acceptance correction for these selections is 0.289 ± 0.001 for EWK and 0.174 ± 0.002 for QCD.

Theoretical predictions are obtained based on the modelling of the simulated events as de-

EWK,

5

the exception of the theoretical uncertainty associated with the signal cross section.

7 Measurement of significance and fiducial cross section

Apart from the selection criteria mentioned above, we apply the following VBS motivated cuts,
fixed by optimizing the expected significance:

• Dhjj >1.6,
• DfZg,jj >2.0,
• |yZg � (yj1 + yj2)/2.0| <1.2,

where ”j1” and ”j2” represent the jets that have the largest and second largest transverse mo-
mentum. Dhjj is the absolute difference between hj1 and hj2. DfZg,jj is the absolute difference
between fZg and fj1j2. We apply the CLs construction described in [34] to assess the signifi-
cance. We set the signal region as Mjj > 400 GeV and divide it into two bins as 400 < Mjj <
800 GeV and Mjj > 800 GeV. We consider QCD Zg+two jets production and non Zg processes
as background and EWK Zg+two jets as signal. We find evidence for EWK Zg+two jets pro-
duction with an observed(expected) significance of 3.0(2.1)s. We also calculate limits on EWK
Zg+two jets production as shown in Fig. 3. Given that we find evidence for EWK Zg+two jets
production, we determine the signal strength as a ratio to the expected SM value for LO EWK
Zg+two jets production as µ̂ = 1.47+0.87

�0.63, using a binned likelihood fit over the two bins of the
Mjj distribution.
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Figure 3: The upper limit on Standard Model EWK Zg+two jets cross section, for muon channel
and electron channel using CLs construction

To determine the cross section of EWK Zg+two jets production we define a fiducial kinematic
region based on the acceptance of the CMS detector with a minimal selection on the Mjj and
Dhjj variables to define a VBS topology. The fiducial region is defined as:

• pj1,j2
T > 30 GeV, |h j1,j2| < 4.7,

• Mjj > 400 GeV, Dhjj >2.5,EWK,
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Figure 2: The signal region Mjj distribution, for muon channel (left) and electron channel
(right). The backgrounds for misidentified photons and electrons are estimated from data as
described in the text. The dibosons contribution include WV(+g) and Zg(+jets) processes. The
top contribution includes both the tt̄g and single top quark processes. Signal contribution is
shown on top of backgrounds. The last bin has been extended to include the overflow events,
and the hatched error bands include the full statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
backgrounds summed in quadrature. The uncertainty in the ratio plot corresponds to this
hatched error.

Table 2: Number of events per process, with combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
The “Total prediction” represents the sum of all the individual contributions. The multijets
with one jet misidentified as an electron background is negligible in this region.

Process Muon channel Electron channel
EWK-induced Wg+2jets 5.8 ± 1.8 3.8 ± 1.2
QCD-induced Wg+jets 11.2 ± 3.2 10.3 ± 3.2

W + jets, 1 jet ! g 3.1 ± 0.8 2.2 ± 0.6
MC tt̄g 1.2 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.2

MC single top quark 0.5 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.4
MC WVg, V! two jets 0.3 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2

MC Zg + jets 0.2 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2
Total prediction 22.1 ± 7.2 17.9 ± 6.0

Data 24 20

• Mjj > 700 GeV, |Dh(j, j)| > 2.4,

• pl
T > 20 GeV, |hl | < 2.4,

• pg
T > 20 GeV, |hg| < 1.4442,

• E/T > 20 GeV,
• DRj,j, DRl,j, DRg,j, DRl,g > 0.4.

The fiducial region does not include selection requirements on the Zeppenfeld variable |yWg �
(yj1 + yj2)/2.0| and the |DfWg,dijet| variable, that are applied at the reconstruction level. The
acceptance correction for these selections is 0.289 ± 0.001 for EWK and 0.174 ± 0.002 for QCD.

Theoretical predictions are obtained based on the modelling of the simulated events as de-

EWK+QCD,

5

the exception of the theoretical uncertainty associated with the signal cross section.

7 Measurement of significance and fiducial cross section

Apart from the selection criteria mentioned above, we apply the following VBS motivated cuts,
fixed by optimizing the expected significance:

• Dhjj >1.6,
• DfZg,jj >2.0,
• |yZg � (yj1 + yj2)/2.0| <1.2,

where ”j1” and ”j2” represent the jets that have the largest and second largest transverse mo-
mentum. Dhjj is the absolute difference between hj1 and hj2. DfZg,jj is the absolute difference
between fZg and fj1j2. We apply the CLs construction described in [34] to assess the signifi-
cance. We set the signal region as Mjj > 400 GeV and divide it into two bins as 400 < Mjj <
800 GeV and Mjj > 800 GeV. We consider QCD Zg+two jets production and non Zg processes
as background and EWK Zg+two jets as signal. We find evidence for EWK Zg+two jets pro-
duction with an observed(expected) significance of 3.0(2.1)s. We also calculate limits on EWK
Zg+two jets production as shown in Fig. 3. Given that we find evidence for EWK Zg+two jets
production, we determine the signal strength as a ratio to the expected SM value for LO EWK
Zg+two jets production as µ̂ = 1.47+0.87

�0.63, using a binned likelihood fit over the two bins of the
Mjj distribution.
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Figure 3: The upper limit on Standard Model EWK Zg+two jets cross section, for muon channel
and electron channel using CLs construction

To determine the cross section of EWK Zg+two jets production we define a fiducial kinematic
region based on the acceptance of the CMS detector with a minimal selection on the Mjj and
Dhjj variables to define a VBS topology. The fiducial region is defined as:

• pj1,j2
T > 30 GeV, |h j1,j2| < 4.7,

• Mjj > 400 GeV, Dhjj >2.5,
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where ”l1” and ”l2” denote the lepton and anti-lepton decayed from Z boson, and the angular
separation DR =

p
(Dh)2 + (Df)2. We define sfiducial region = sgenerator · µ̂ · agenerated to fiducial,

where sgenerator is the cross section to generate signal events, agenerated to fiducial is the acceptance
evaluated through simulation. Based on the selection above, the fiducial cross section of EWK
Zg+two jets is measured to be 1.86+0.89

�0.75(stat.)+0.41
�0.27(sys.) ± 0.05(lumi.) fb, which is consistent

with the theoretical prediction at leading order of 1.26 ± 0.11(scale)± 0.05(PDF) fb calculated
using MADGRAPH.

It is also interesting to measure the combined EWK and QCD Zg+two jets production rate in a
region where VBS contributes significantly. Here we define sfiducial region = (Ndata � Nbackground)/(L ·
Ae), where Ae is a ratio between the events after all reconstruction level cuts and the events
in fiducial region. The fiducial region is defined as before except changing to Mjj > 800 GeV:
7 events of data are remained and MC simulations give 5.0 events from signal with 0.6 from
backgrounds, and the fraction of EWK process is 71.5%. This corresponds to 4.3/4.5 s as ex-
pected/observed significance. Based on the selection above, the fiducial cross section is mea-
sured to be 1.00± 0.43(stat.)± 0.26(syst.)± 0.03(lumi.) fb, which is consistent with the theoret-
ical prediction at leading order calculated using MADGRAPH: 0.78 ± 0.09(scale)± 0.02(PDF)
fb.
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If there is new physics between the TeV scale and the Planck scale, the low energy effects of
that physics can be parameterized as effective anomalous couplings. The effects would be sup-
pressed at low energy scales but may be significant in highest energy events probed at the
LHC. With the discovery of the Higgs boson, the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) mech-
anism of the SM has been tested and within this formalism, we can extend the SM Lagrangian
with higher dimensional operators, which also keep the SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y gauge symmetry. In
our parameterization, the SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y gauge symmetry is implemented linearly [35]. The
Lagrangian of aQGC is as below:
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The Lagrangian of the aQGCs is implemented within the MADGRAPH package. We use the Zg
system, MZg, to extract the limits. The Zg mass distribution is shown in Fig.4, including 5 bins
from 100 GeV to 420 GeV and the last bin include overflows.

The final selection for aQGC limit is as following:

EWK+QCD,
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scribed in Sec. 2, where the events are generated at LO with MADGRAPH and then reweighted
by NLO/LO scaling factors calculated using VBFNLO. For EWK+QCD measurement, the the-
ory cross section corresponds to the sum of EWK and QCD. The interference effect is eatimated
independently and is found to be 4.6% of the total cross section.

The measured cross sections and signal strengths are summarized in Table 3, where the mea-
sured results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. The EWK signal strength
is measured to be µ̂ = 1.78+0.99

�0.76. By considering both the EWK and QCD contributions as a
signal the signal strength is measured to be 0.99+0.21

�0.19. Significances for both cases are also pre-
sented. For the EWK signal the observed (expected) significance is found to be 2.7 s (1.5 s) and
for the EWK+QCD signal it is found to be 7.7 s (7.5 s).

Table 3: Summary of the measured and predicted observables.

Items EWK measurement EWK+QCD measurement
µ̂ 1.78+0.99

�0.76 0.99+0.21
�0.19

EWK fraction (search region) 100% 27.1%
EWK fraction (fiducial region) 100% 25.8%

Observed (Expected) significance 2.67(1.52) s 7.69(7.49) s
Theory cross section (fb) 6.1 ± 1.2 (scale) ± 0.2 (PDF) 23.5 ± 6.6 (scale) ± 0.8 (PDF)

Measured cross section (fb) 10.8 ± 4.1 (stat.) ± 3.4 (syst.) ± 0.3 (lumi.) 23.2 ± 4.3 (stat.) ± 1.7 (syst.) ± 0.6 (lumi.)

7 Limits on anomalous quartic gauge couplings

Following the Ref. [67], we parameterize the AQGCs in a formalism that maintains SU(2)L ⌦
U(1)Y gauge symmetry and with 14 possible dimension 8 opetators contributing to our signal
process. 1 Presence of AQGC should lead to enhancement in EWK Wg+2jets cross section,
which should become more pronounced at the high energy tails of some distributions. As
shown in Fig. 3, the pW

T distribution is very sensitive to the AQGCs and therefore is used to set
limits. We choose a pW

T distribution binned over the range 50-250 GeV, with the overflow contri-
bution included in the last bin, and select events with the base line selections from Sec. 3, with
additional requirements: |yWg � (yj1 + yj2)/2.0| < 1.2, |Dh(j1, j2)| > 2.4, and pg

T > 200 GeV,
which were optimized for the AQGC measurement.

The tight pg
T selection applied to reach higher significance for the possible AQGC signal in

EWK Wg+2jets process lead to increased statistical uncertainties of the predictions of the back-
ground, the second largest uncertainty comes from the scale variations in the predicted AQGC
signal. Other uncertainties: signal PDF choice, luminosity, trigger efficiency, and lepton and
photon efficiencies are small.

The search is performed for each AQGC parameter separately, while setting all other parame-
ters to 0. Each signal sample, representing a different AQGC prediction, is generated at leading
order using the reweight method in MADGRAPH [32]. For each AQGC case, we compute the
AQGC/SM event yield ratios for all pW

T bins from this sample and use these ratios to rescale the
SM signal shape to the enhanced AQGC shape. Then we consider the following test statistic:

tatest = �2ln
L(atest, ˆ̂q)
L(â, q̂)

, (1)

1 The LM,5 operator is changed to be the average of the original one plus its Hermite conjugation, see Ap-
pendix A. This has been confirmed with the authors of Ref. [67].
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Triboson final states — WV𝛾 8 TeV  

• 1 electron or muon (trigger), 1 photon 
• 2 jets 
• 70 < Mjj < 100 (hadronic boson Id) 
• |Δη(j,j)| < 1.4 (central jets)
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Figure 1: Two example Feynman diagrams exhibiting a quartic vector boson coupling vertex.
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The parameters aW
0 /L2, aW

C /L2 are associated with the WWgg vertex and kW
0 /L2, kW

C /L2 are
associated with the WWZg one. The fT,0/L4 however, can result in contribution to both.

In Ref. [11] the authors have associated the following dimension 6 and dimension 8 parameters:
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The relations given in Eq. (2) are used below to translate the aQGC bounds between both non-
linear and linear formalisms, as shown in Figure 2.

3 The CMS detector

The CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) apparatus at the CERN LHC is described in detail else-
where [17].

The central feature of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) apparatus is a superconducting
solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the supercon-
ducting solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electro-
magnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL). Muons are
measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel return yoke outside the solenoid.
Extensive forward calorimetry complements the coverage provided by the barrel and endcap
detectors.
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Figure 3: Comparison between predicted and observed photon pT distribution in muon(a) and
electron(b) channels. The rightmost bin includes the integral of events above 450 GeV for each
process.

Observed Limits Expected Limits
-21 (TeV�2) < aW

0 /L2 < 20 (TeV�2) -24 (TeV�2) < aW
0 /L2 < 23 (TeV�2)

-34 (TeV�2) < aW
C /L2 < 32 (TeV�2) -37 (TeV�2) < aW

C /L2 < 34 (TeV�2)
-25 (TeV�4) < fT,0/L4 < 24 (TeV�4) -27 (TeV�4) < fT,0/L4 < 27 (TeV�4)
-12 (TeV�2) < kW

0 /L2 < 10 (TeV�2) -12 (TeV�2) < kW
0 /L2 < 12 (TeV�2)

-18 (TeV�2) < kW
C /L2 < 17 (TeV�2) -19 (TeV�2) < kW

C /L2 < 18 (TeV�2)
Table 4: 95% C.L. shape-based exclusion limits listed for both the muon and electron channels
of each aQGC parameter using photon pT.

of the interacting partons.

The effective field theory terms directly violate unitarity at parameter values close to the mea-
sured limits and the unitarity condition cannot be generally satisfied by the addition of any
dipole LFF. However, unitary new physics with a structure more complex than that repre-
sented by a dipole form factor is possible, making this search directly sensitive to new physics.
Since the structure of that physics is not known a priori we choose to set limits without using
form factors. At 14 TeV with larger data sets these searches will also be directly sensitive to new
physics that can be represented by an effective field theory. Illustration of the unitarity bound
and the expected limits are shown in Figure 7 for aW

0 /L2, aW
C /L2 and fT,0/L4 as a function of

LFF. The typical value for
p

ŝ is 2 TeV for the values of aQGC parameters close to the measured
limits.
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• Background dominated by W𝛾+jets events 
• Normalize to data in sidebands, shape from 

simulation 
• Second largest background from misidentified jets 

• Estimate using photon isolation sidebands 
• Use MC to extrapolate to signal region 

• Limits set on aQGC

We expect to observe 
this process with 
 ~30 fb-1 of Run2 data
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A Search for WWg and WZg Production and Anomalous
Quartic Gauge Couplings in pp Collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV
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Abstract

A study of the WVg three vector boson production and the anomalous quartic gauge
boson couplings is presented, based on events containing a W boson decaying to
leptons, a second V (W or Z) boson decaying to two jets, and a photon. The data an-
alyzed corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 19.3 fb�1 from pp collisions at

p
s

= 8 TeV collected in 2012 by the CMS detector at the Large Hadron Collider. With the
selection criteria used, the number of observed events in data is 322, while the esti-
mated background yield is 341.5 ± 15.8. This is consistent with the standard model
next-to-leading order QCD predictions, and corresponds to an upper limit of 241 fb
at 95% confidence level for WVg with photon pT > 10 GeV. No evidence of anoma-
lous WWgg and WWZg quartic gauge boson couplings is found. The following 95%
confidence level upper limits are obtained for these couplings:

�21 < aW
0 /L2 < 20 TeV�2,

�34 < aW
C /L2 < 32 TeV�2,

�25 < fT,0/L4 < 24 TeV�4,

�12 < kW
0 /L2 < 10 TeV�2, and

�18 < kW
C /L2 < 17 TeV�2.

These are the first ever limits on the pure dimension 8 WWgg parameter fT,0 and CP
conserving WWZg parameters kW

0 and kW
C .
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Triboson Final states — V𝛾𝛾 8 TeV 

Unique signature with access to aQGC (W𝛾𝛾)
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Figure 1: Representative diagrams for W±gg (a-c) and Zgg (d,e) production. In diagram (a)
one photon originates as ISR and the other as FSR. In diagram (b) one photon results from ISR
while the other participates in a TGC vertex. In diagram (c) both photons originate from a
QGC vertex. The QGC vertex is of particular interest in this analysis because its strength can
be enhanced by new physics. In diagram (d) Zgg production is shown with one ISR photon
radiated from an incoming quark and one FSR photon from a Z decay lepton. In diagram (e)
both photons are produced through ISR. The ZZg, Zgg and ZZgg vertices are not allowed in
the SM.
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Figure 1: Representative diagrams for W±gg (a-c) and Zgg (d,e) production. In diagram (a)
one photon originates as ISR and the other as FSR. In diagram (b) one photon results from ISR
while the other participates in a TGC vertex. In diagram (c) both photons originate from a
QGC vertex. The QGC vertex is of particular interest in this analysis because its strength can
be enhanced by new physics. In diagram (d) Zgg production is shown with one ISR photon
radiated from an incoming quark and one FSR photon from a Z decay lepton. In diagram (e)
both photons are produced through ISR. The ZZg, Zgg and ZZgg vertices are not allowed in
the SM.
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Figure 1: Representative diagrams for W±gg (a-c) and Zgg (d,e) production. In diagram (a)
one photon originates as ISR and the other as FSR. In diagram (b) one photon results from ISR
while the other participates in a TGC vertex. In diagram (c) both photons originate from a
QGC vertex. The QGC vertex is of particular interest in this analysis because its strength can
be enhanced by new physics. In diagram (d) Zgg production is shown with one ISR photon
radiated from an incoming quark and one FSR photon from a Z decay lepton. In diagram (e)
both photons are produced through ISR. The ZZg, Zgg and ZZgg vertices are not allowed in
the SM.

W𝛾𝛾 Z𝛾𝛾 

Event SelectionW𝛾𝛾 Z𝛾𝛾 
• 1 muon (trigger) 
• 2 photons, pT > 25 GeV 
• ET

miss > 40 GeV

• 2 muons or electrons (trigger) 
• 2 photons, pT > 15 GeV 
• Mll > 40 GeV

• Main background results from misidentified jets 
• From W𝛾 + misID jet or W + 2 misID jets (also Zs) 
• Use data driven method based on loosened isolation templates 

• Also background from Z𝛾𝛾 in W𝛾𝛾 SR estimated from simulation

CMS-PAS-SMP-15-008

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SMP-15-008/index.html
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Misidentified jet estimation

• For V𝛾𝛾 : Low statistics and need for 2-D fitting motivate a simplification → use a 
matrix equation based on Tight (T) and Loose (L) regions defined by the isolation cut 

• Make products of 1-D templates to make 2-D templates, solve with a matrix equation

12

6 4 Background Estimates
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where NXY is the observed number of data events in region XY, eXY
AB is the probability for source

AB to appear in region XY as determined from the templates, and aAB is the normalization of
the template for source AB. The prediction of the number of events from source AB in region
XY is given by the product aABeXY

AB . The final background estimate is a sum of the contributions
from each of the processes where at least one photon is Fake, Nbackground = aPFeTT

PF + aFPeTT
FP +

aFFeTT
FF . Systematic and statistical uncertainties on the input efficiencies and observed data are

propagated through the matrix solution.

The probabilities for the prompt-prompt, prompt-fake, and fake-prompt processes to appear
in any of the four regions are constructed from prompt and fake templates determined from
single-photon events. Single-photon templates are divided into the tight and loose regions
and products of two templates representing the lead and sublead photons produce the two-
photon probabilities that appear in Equation 2. The probabilities for prompt photons to pass
the tight or loose cuts are determined using simulated W + photon events. Simulated events
are required to have one reconstructed photon that matches a photon in the generator record
and passes the full selection except for the isolation of charged hadrons. The probabilities for
a jet to pass the tight or loose cuts are determined using data. Events are required to have
two reconstructed muons having an invariant mass consistent with the Z boson mass and a
reconstructed photon that passes the full selection except for the isolation of charged hadrons.
To remove real photons from FSR the photon object must be separated from both muons by
DR > 1.0. The remaining contribution from real photons is subtracted using the prediction
from a sample of simulated Z + photon events normalized to the NNLO cross section [32].
The normalization of this simulation sample is checked in an independent control region and
a conservative systematic uncertainty of 20% is applied.

In the case where both photons originate from misidentified jets, significant correlations be-
tween the two objects are observed and they cannot be treated as independent. While the
photons are required to be well separated from each other, event-level quantities, such as the
multiplicity of additional interaction vertices, induce correlations. In this case, sidebands in
signal-like events where both photons must fail the cuts on the shower shape and an indepen-
dent isolation variable are used to determine the fake-fake templates in order to account for
correlations. A systematic uncertainty on this procedure is determined by varying the cuts that
define the sideband region.

To reduce the uncertainty from limited statistics in the sideband regions, the cut on shower
shape in the ECAL is loosened on the loose photon to select a larger number of jets. The events
are then scaled down by the efficiency of the loosened cuts determined in a Z+jets control
region. A systematic uncertainty is derived to account for biases introduced by this procedure.

The overall uncertainty on the misidentified jet prediction results from both the limited statis-
tics in the sidebands and the systematic uncertainties considered. The uncertainties from statis-
tics and systematics each contribute approximately 15%-25% to the uncertainty on the back-
ground prediction. The predicted misidentified jet background estimates with the combined
uncertainties are shown in Tables 1 and 2 for the W±gg and Zgg analyses respectively.

MisID jet background is challenging and found in any photon analysis.  
Similar estimation methods are used in many analyses

• Template shapes : 
• jet-like  — Use Z+jets data 
• prompt — Use photon simulation (can also use µµ𝛾 events) 
• For fake-fake events, must account for correlations — use di-photon data

Observed
Data

Template shapes

Template
normalizations

Generic strategy : Loosen the cut on one isolation variable and fit the data to 
templates determined from control regions
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Results

Measure fiducial cross sections and set aQGC limits

13
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respectively. These two measurements are combined using the Best Linear Unbiased Estimate
(BLUE) method [34–36] assuming lepton universality to hold, thus decreasing the statistical
uncertainty on the fiducial cross-section measurement. Correlated uncertainties between the
background estimates in the two channels are treated properly in the BLUE combination. The
following results for the fiducial cross sections are obtained:

sfid
Zgg · BR (Z ! ``) = 12.7 ± 1.4 (stat) ± 1.8 (syst) ± 0.3 (lumi) fb

The uncertainty is dominated by systematic uncertainties on the background estimates. The-
oretical predictions at next-to-leading order of the cross section defined by the fiducial phase
space are performed using MadGraph. The following results were obtained, with uncertainties
from renormalization, factorization, and PDFs included:

sNLO
W±gg · BR (W ! `n) = 4.76 ± 0.53 fb

sNLO
Zgg · BR (Z ! ``) = 12.95 ± 1.47 fb

The measurement agrees well with the theoretical predictions.
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Figure 3: The pT of the diphoton system for the W±gg analysis. The jet misidentification back-
ground contribution is determined from data-driven methods. The Zgg and other multiboson
contributions are estimated using simulation and are normalized to their production cross sec-
tion. The hatched band represents the total uncertainty of all background sources, combined in
quadrature. The last bin includes all events having pgg

T > 80 GeV, but the normalization is to
the displayed bin width.

6 Limits on anomalous quartic-gauge couplings

6.1 Effective Field theory

The presence of the quartic WWgg gauge coupling vertex provides sensitivity to new physics.
The standard model predicts precise values for the Quartic Gauge Couplings. An effective field
theory (EFT) parametrization, which converges to the SM at low energies, is used to describe
possible deviations from the SM [37].

There exist dimension-6 effective theories that produce aQGCs, but these effective theories are
also expected to produce aTGC, which are already well constrained by experimental measure-

14 6 Limits on anomalous quartic-gauge couplings
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Figure 4: The pT of the diphoton system in the muon (left) and electron (right) channels for
the Zgg analysis. The jet misidentification background contributions are determined from
a data-driven estimate. The other multiboson background contributions are estimated using
simulation and are normalized to their production cross section. The hatched band represents
the total uncertainty of all background sources, combined in quadrature. The last bin includes
all events having pgg

T > 80 GeV, but the normalization is to the displayed bin width.

ments. The dimension-8 theories are the lowest order at which aQGCs are expected, but aTGCs
are not.

There are fourteen operators that contribute to the WWgg coupling in the dimension-8 for-
malism [15, 38]. We focus our study on the fM,23 and fT,012 couplings [39]. In the presence
of anomalous couplings, the W±gg cross section would increase rapidly with the energy of
the WWgg vertex, resulting in a violation of unitarity. Various approaches, such as the inclu-
sion of a dipole form factor to suppress the effect of an anomalous coupling above a selected
cut-off scale Lcutoff, are proposed [40, 41]. Under the assumption that the energy reach of the
analysis does not violate unitarity, we quote results without a form factor, corresponding to a
Lcutoff equal to infinity. Using VBFNLO, this assumption is confirmed by checking, for each
of the observed anomalous coupling limits, the vertex energy at which the predicted cross sec-
tion surpasses the unitarity bound [42]. For the W±gg signal simulation, much fewer that one
event is predicted above such energies.

6.2 Statistical analysis and Results

Anomalous QGC events are most likely to occur at high Q2 and therefore at high lead-photon
pT. Figure 5 shows the predicted yield from an aQGC where the fT,0 parameter is 50 TeV�4. The
figure shows the data and background predictions as well as the SM W±gg signal prediction.
To optimize the available statistics and the sensitivity to anomalous QGC, only events having
a lead photon with pT > 70 GeV are considered. Limits are set with events split into the three
categories by the reconstructed photons’ detector region (See Section 3.1).

Assuming Poisson statistics, a likelihood method is used to define a 95% confidence interval.
We define the test statistic t f as the ratio of a specific coupling strength’s likelihood to the
maximum likelihood:

t f = �2 ln
L( f , ˆ̂q)

L( f̂ , q̂)
, (6)

where L is the likelihood function, f is the anomalous coupling parameter, ˆ̂q are the nuisance
parameters maximizing likelihood at that f value, and f̂ and q̂ are the coupling strength and
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Figure 5: Observed data with predicted background contributions, expected SM W±gg signal
and the contribution from an aQGC where the fT,0 parameter is 50 TeV�4 (dashed line).

Table 7: 95% exclusion limits on the anomalous couplings.

Expected Limits ( TeV�4) Observed Limits ( TeV�4)
�30.5 < fT0

L4 < 31.1 �37.5 < fT0
L4 < 38.1

�36.9 < fT1
L4 < 37.5 �46.1 < fT1

L4 < 46.9
�83.2 < fT2

L4 < 83.2 �103 < fT2
L4 < 103

�623 < fM2
L4 < 603 �751 < fM2

L4 < 729
�1080 < fM3

L4 < 1110 �1290 < fM3
L4 < 1340

nuisance parameters for the global maximum likelihood [43]. From Wilk’s theorem, t f can be
approximated as a c2 distribution with one degree of freedom.

Table 7 shows the expected and observed limits for the aQGC parameters tested. Tight limits
are set on the fT,0 coupling for which the W±gg final state proves to have strong sensitivity.
Figure 6 shows the expected and observed likelihood ratios for the fT,0 coupling parameter.
The shape of the likelihood ratio for the observed data is a result of a small excess of observed
data over the SM prediction. The excess does not exclude the SM at the 68% confidence level,
but the observed limits become somewhat weaker than the expected limits.

7 Summary

Using a sample of 19.4 fb�1 collected in p-p collisions at
p

s = 8 TeV by the CMS experiment, we
have searched for pp ! W±gg production in the µ±ngg final state and pp ! Zgg production
in the `+`�gg final state. In the W±gg signal region with pg

T > 25 GeV, we observe 108 events
with an expected background of 77 ± 12 events. In the Zgg signal region with pg

T > 15 GeV
we observe 258 events with a predicted background of 130 ± 12 events. The observed yields
and kinematic distributions are consistent with the SM prediction, with a significance over
the background-only hypothesis of 2.4 s for the W±gg signal and 5.9 s for the Zgg signal.
We measure fiducial cross sections of sfid

W±gg = 6.0 ± 1.8 (stat) ± 2.3 (syst) ± 0.2 (lumi) fb and
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Table 7 shows the expected and observed limits for the aQGC parameters tested. Tight limits
are set on the fT,0 coupling for which the W±gg final state proves to have strong sensitivity.
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The shape of the likelihood ratio for the observed data is a result of a small excess of observed
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T > 25 GeV, we observe 108 events
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we observe 258 events with a predicted background of 130 ± 12 events. The observed yields
and kinematic distributions are consistent with the SM prediction, with a significance over
the background-only hypothesis of 2.4 s for the W±gg signal and 5.9 s for the Zgg signal.
We measure fiducial cross sections of sfid
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determined by a pixel seed counting luminosity measurement [33]. The systematic uncertainty
is determined by scaling the distribution by 5%.

All systematic uncertainties are propagated to the cross-section measurements. A summary
of systematic sources affecting the W±gg measurement is presented in Table 5 and for the
Zgg measurement in Table 6. For W±gg the total uncertainty from the acceptance sources is
4% and for Zgg the uncertainties are 7% (5%) in the electron (muon) channel.

Table 5: Systematic and statistical uncertainties affecting the W±gg fiducial cross section for
events with a leading photon having pT > 25 GeV.

Systematic Uncertainties Wgg ! µgg

Signal Simulation Systematics d(sW±gg )
Simulation Statistics 2.40%
Trigger 0.26%
Photon Identification 2.04%
Muon Identification and Isolation 0.27%
Photon Pixel Seed Electron Veto
Photon Energy Scale 2.10%
Muon Energy Scale 0.19%
Emiss

T Scale 1.39%
PDF 1.45%
Renormalization and Factorization 0.77%
Pile-up 0.17%

Total Signal Simulation Systematics 4.38%
Background Systematics d(sW±gg )

Misidentified Jet 37.19%
Zgg 5.73%
Other Multiboson Backgrounds 1.02%

Total Background 37.64%
Statistical Uncertainties d(sW±gg )

Signal Region 29.30%
Sidebands 4.39%

Total Statistical 29.60%
Total Systematic 37.89%
Total Luminosity 2.72%

5.3 Results

The distribution of events are studied as a function of the diphoton transverse momentum.
Figures 3 and 4 show the transverse momentum of the diphoton system for events passing
all analysis requirements of W±gg and Zgg , respectively. The signal is observed with a
significance of 2.4 s for the W±gg selection and 5.9 s for the Zgg selection. The measured
fiducial cross section in the muon channel is,

sfid
W±gg · BR (W ! `n) = 6.0 ± 1.8 (stat) ± 2.3 (syst) ± 0.2 (lumi) fb .

The fiducial cross sections measured in the Zgg analysis are 12.5 ± 2.1 (stat) ± 2.1 (syst) ±
0.3 (lumi) fb and 12.8 ± 1.8 (stat) ± 1.7 (syst) ± 0.3 (lumi) fb in the electron and muon channels
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space are performed using MadGraph. The following results were obtained, with uncertainties
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possible deviations from the SM [37].
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5 Cross-section measurement

5.1 Methodology

The W±gg and Zgg production cross sections are measured within fiducial regions defined to
be close to the offline event selection and to minimize extrapolations from the selected events.
The set of cuts that define the W±gg and Zgg fiducial regions are given in Table 3. The fidu-
cial transverse mass, mT(`, n(s)), follows the same definition used in the event selection (See
Equation 1) except with Emiss

T replaced by the neutrino transverse momentum (or for t decays,
the three neutrinos’ Â ~pT). The lepton four-momenta are modified using a dressing procedure.
The four-momenta of photons within a cone of DR < 0.1 of a lepton are added to the four-
momentum of the lepton. Photons used in the dressing procedure are not considered as final
state photons.

Table 3: Fiducial definitions for the W±gg analysis (top) and Zgg analysis (bottom). Leptons
are dressed such that the four-momenta of photons within a cone of DR < 0.1 are added to the
four-momentum of the lepton.

Definition of W±gg Fiducial Region
pg

T > 25 GeV, |hg| < 2.5
p`

T > 25 GeV, |h`| < 2.5
Exactly one candidate muon and two candidate photons

mT(`, n(s)) > 40 GeV
DR(g, g) > 0.4 and DR(g, `) > 0.4

Definition of Zgg Fiducial Region
pg

T > 15 GeV, |hg| < 2.5
p`

T > 10 GeV, |h`| < 2.5
Exactly two candidate leptons and two candidate photons

lead pg
T > 20 GeV

M`` > 40 GeV
DR(g, g) > 0.4, DR(g, `) > 0.4, and DR(`, `) > 0.4

The fiducial cross sections are determined in the final states where the W and Z bosons decay
to a single lepton family (`). Electrons or muons produced through a t decay are treated as
background and are removed in the extrapolation to the fiducial region. The fiducial cross-
section formula is,

s(pp ! `ngg(``gg))Fiducial = (1 � ft) ·
Nobs � Nbkgd

CW±gg (CZgg ) · L , (3)

where Nobs and Nbkgd are the number of observed events and the number of expected back-
ground events, CW±gg (CZgg ) is the fiducial acceptance factor, L is the integrated luminosity
of the data sample, and ft is the fraction of events in which the final lepton is obtained via
an intermediate t decay. The t fraction is estimated from the signal Monte Carlo simulation
samples at the generator level using events where the parent of the lepton is a t lepton. For
the W±gg (Zgg ) analysis ft is 2.4% (0.3%). The smaller Zgg t fraction is because both t
leptons must decay to the same lepton flavor to enter the signal region. The fiducial acceptance
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Figure 4: The pT of the diphoton system in the muon (left) and electron (right) channels for
the Zgg analysis. The jet misidentification background contributions are determined from
a data-driven estimate. The other multiboson background contributions are estimated using
simulation and are normalized to their production cross section. The hatched band represents
the total uncertainty of all background sources, combined in quadrature. The last bin includes
all events having pgg

T > 80 GeV, but the normalization is to the displayed bin width.

ments. The dimension-8 theories are the lowest order at which aQGCs are expected, but aTGCs
are not.

There are fourteen operators that contribute to the WWgg coupling in the dimension-8 for-
malism [15, 38]. We focus our study on the fM,23 and fT,012 couplings [39]. In the presence
of anomalous couplings, the W±gg cross section would increase rapidly with the energy of
the WWgg vertex, resulting in a violation of unitarity. Various approaches, such as the inclu-
sion of a dipole form factor to suppress the effect of an anomalous coupling above a selected
cut-off scale Lcutoff, are proposed [40, 41]. Under the assumption that the energy reach of the
analysis does not violate unitarity, we quote results without a form factor, corresponding to a
Lcutoff equal to infinity. Using VBFNLO, this assumption is confirmed by checking, for each
of the observed anomalous coupling limits, the vertex energy at which the predicted cross sec-
tion surpasses the unitarity bound [42]. For the W±gg signal simulation, much fewer that one
event is predicted above such energies.

6.2 Statistical analysis and Results

Anomalous QGC events are most likely to occur at high Q2 and therefore at high lead-photon
pT. Figure 5 shows the predicted yield from an aQGC where the fT,0 parameter is 50 TeV�4. The
figure shows the data and background predictions as well as the SM W±gg signal prediction.
To optimize the available statistics and the sensitivity to anomalous QGC, only events having
a lead photon with pT > 70 GeV are considered. Limits are set with events split into the three
categories by the reconstructed photons’ detector region (See Section 3.1).

Assuming Poisson statistics, a likelihood method is used to define a 95% confidence interval.
We define the test statistic t f as the ratio of a specific coupling strength’s likelihood to the
maximum likelihood:

t f = �2 ln
L( f , ˆ̂q)

L( f̂ , q̂)
, (6)

where L is the likelihood function, f is the anomalous coupling parameter, ˆ̂q are the nuisance
parameters maximizing likelihood at that f value, and f̂ and q̂ are the coupling strength and

Observe W𝛾𝛾 and Z𝛾𝛾 with significances 
of 2.4𝝈 and 5.9𝝈 respectively
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aQGC landscape

Analyses presented here are driving most of these limits
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Summary

• Photons are unique signatures for the Standard Model 
as well as new physics 
• Can think of photons as being similar to Z bosons but 

without a leptonic branching fraction 

• Multiboson production with photons is an interesting 
window to the SM 
• Provides sensitivity to the electroweak sector 
• Access to new physics through aTGC and aQGC 
• Highest rate triboson processes
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Outlook

• This is the tip of the iceberg 
• The 2016 dataset has roughly the same integrated 

luminosity of the 2012 dataset, and much more is 
coming! 

• With 2016 data we will have : 
• precision differential cross sections 
• Greatly improved aGC limits 
• Measurements of rare triboson processes 
• New Physics??

16

Thank You!
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Additional Information
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Z𝛾→𝞶𝞶𝛾 8 TeV
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Figure 2: The Eg
T and ET/ distributions in data (points with error bars) compared with the SM

Zg ! nng signal and estimated contributions from backgrounds. A typical anomalous TGC
signal would provide an excess, as shown in the dot-dashed histogram. The background un-
certainty includes statistical and systematic components.

7 Limits on trilinear gauge couplings

We use the Eg
T spectrum to set limits on anomalous TGCs by means of the likelihood formalism.

The probability of observing the number of data events in a given range of Eg
T is estimated

using a Poisson distribution given by the expected signal and background predictions. Limits
on anomalous TGCs are calculated on the basis of a profile likelihood method as described
in Refs. [26]. In the fit to the observed spectra, systematic uncertainties are represented by
nuisance parameters with log-normal prior probability density functions. The changes in shape
of the observed spectra that result from varying the photon energy scale and the theoretical
differential cross section within their respective uncertainties are treated using a morphing
technique [27].

Limits at 95% CL are set on pairs of TGC parameters (hZ
3 , hZ

4 ) and (hg
3 , hg

4 ), as presented in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. Furthermore, one-dimensional 95% CL limits are obtained for a
given anomalous TGC while setting the other neutral TGCs to their SM values, i.e., to zero. A
summary of the 1D limits is shown in Table 3.

Coupling h3 Lower limit 10�3 h3 Upper Limit 10�3 h4 Lower limit 10�6 h4 Upper Limit 10�6

Zgg -1.12 0.95 -3.80 4.35
ZZg -1.50 1.64 -3.96 4.59

Table 3: One-dimensional limits on Zg anomalous trilinear gauge couplings from neutrino
channel.

8 Summary

In conclusion, we have presented a measurement of the Zg ! nng production cross section in
pp collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV in 19.6 fb�1 of CMS data. The measured Zg ! nng cross section

6 6 Cross section measurement

Source Z(nn)g [%]
Photon and ET/ Energy Scale +3.43, -5.01

jet and ET/ energy scale +2.30,-2.36
Jet energy resolution +1.20, -1.38

Unclustered ES +1.9, -0.6
Pileup 0.3
Lumi ±2.6 %

PDFs +as (for k-factor) ⇠10
Scale factor 6.4

Table 1: Systematic uncertainties considered on A ⇥ e for Z(nn)g signal sample from various
sources.

Grazzini et.al is 50 + 2.4 � 2.2 fb, where the uncertainty includes only scale variations. The
expected number of Zg ! nng signal events are obtained using Madgraph and corrected for
NNLO cross section, found to be 345 ± 43. The total number of expected background events
is 268 ± 26. A summary of the backgrounds and data yield is given in Table 2, wherein the
uncertainties in the background estimates include both statistical and systematic sources.

Table 2: Summary of estimated backgrounds and observed total number of candidates. Back-
grounds listed as “Others” include the small contributions from W ! µn, Zg ! ``g, gg, and
g+jet. Uncertainties include both statistical and systematic contributions.

Process Estimate
W(! `n) + g 103 ± 21

W ! en 60 ± 6
jet ! g MisID 45 ± 14

Beam halo 25 ± 6
Others 36 ± 3

Total background 268 ± 26
Z(! nn̄) + g 345 ± 43

Data 630

The Zg ! nng cross section for Eg
T > 145 GeV and |h| < 1.44 is calculated using the following

formulae:

s ⇥ B =
Ndata � Nbg

A ⇥ e ⇥ L
,

A ⇥ e = (A ⇥ e)sim ⇥ r,
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background predictions overlaid. The expected contributions from a nonvanishing neutral
TGC are also shown. No excess of events is observed.
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Figure 2: The Eg
T and ET/ distributions in data (points with error bars) compared with the SM

Zg ! nng signal and estimated contributions from backgrounds. A typical anomalous TGC
signal would provide an excess, as shown in the dot-dashed histogram. The background un-
certainty includes statistical and systematic components.

7 Limits on trilinear gauge couplings

We use the Eg
T spectrum to set limits on anomalous TGCs by means of the likelihood formalism.

The probability of observing the number of data events in a given range of Eg
T is estimated

using a Poisson distribution given by the expected signal and background predictions. Limits
on anomalous TGCs are calculated on the basis of a profile likelihood method as described
in Refs. [26]. In the fit to the observed spectra, systematic uncertainties are represented by
nuisance parameters with log-normal prior probability density functions. The changes in shape
of the observed spectra that result from varying the photon energy scale and the theoretical
differential cross section within their respective uncertainties are treated using a morphing
technique [27].

Limits at 95% CL are set on pairs of TGC parameters (hZ
3 , hZ

4 ) and (hg
3 , hg

4 ), as presented in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. Furthermore, one-dimensional 95% CL limits are obtained for a
given anomalous TGC while setting the other neutral TGCs to their SM values, i.e., to zero. A
summary of the 1D limits is shown in Table 3.

Coupling h3 Lower limit 10�3 h3 Upper Limit 10�3 h4 Lower limit 10�6 h4 Upper Limit 10�6

Zgg -1.12 0.95 -3.80 4.35
ZZg -1.50 1.64 -3.96 4.59

Table 3: One-dimensional limits on Zg anomalous trilinear gauge couplings from neutrino
channel.

8 Summary

In conclusion, we have presented a measurement of the Zg ! nng production cross section in
pp collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV in 19.6 fb�1 of CMS data. The measured Zg ! nng cross section
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Figure 3: Two-dimensional 95% CL limits on ZZg couplings.

for photons with Eg
T > 145 GeV and |h| < 1.44 is 52.7 ± 2.1 (stat) ± 6.4 (syst) ± 1.4 (lumi) fb,

in agreement with the NNLO prediction of 50.0 + 2.4 � 2.2 fb. No evidence was found for
anomalous neutral trilinear gauge couplings in Zg production and 95% CL limits have been
placed on the hV

3 and hV
4 parameters of ZZg and Zgg couplings: (�1.50 < hZ

3 < 1.64)⇥ 10�3,
(�3.96 < hZ

4 < 4.59)⇥ 10�6, and (�1.12 < hg
3 < 0.95)⇥ 10�3, (�3.80 < hg

4 < 4.35)⇥ 10�6.
These results, yield the most stringent limits to date on neutral trilinear gauge coupling.
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6 6 Cross section measurement

Source Z(nn)g [%]
Photon and ET/ Energy Scale +3.43, -5.01

jet and ET/ energy scale +2.30,-2.36
Jet energy resolution +1.20, -1.38

Unclustered ES +1.9, -0.6
Pileup 0.3
Lumi ±2.6 %

PDFs +as (for k-factor) ⇠10
Scale factor 6.4

Table 1: Systematic uncertainties considered on A ⇥ e for Z(nn)g signal sample from various
sources.

Grazzini et.al is 50 + 2.4 � 2.2 fb, where the uncertainty includes only scale variations. The
expected number of Zg ! nng signal events are obtained using Madgraph and corrected for
NNLO cross section, found to be 345 ± 43. The total number of expected background events
is 268 ± 26. A summary of the backgrounds and data yield is given in Table 2, wherein the
uncertainties in the background estimates include both statistical and systematic sources.

Table 2: Summary of estimated backgrounds and observed total number of candidates. Back-
grounds listed as “Others” include the small contributions from W ! µn, Zg ! ``g, gg, and
g+jet. Uncertainties include both statistical and systematic contributions.

Process Estimate
W(! `n) + g 103 ± 21

W ! en 60 ± 6
jet ! g MisID 45 ± 14

Beam halo 25 ± 6
Others 36 ± 3

Total background 268 ± 26
Z(! nn̄) + g 345 ± 43

Data 630

The Zg ! nng cross section for Eg
T > 145 GeV and |h| < 1.44 is calculated using the following

formulae:

s ⇥ B =
Ndata � Nbg

A ⇥ e ⇥ L
,

A ⇥ e = (A ⇥ e)sim ⇥ r,

where Ndata is the number of observed events, Nbg is the estimated number of background
events, A is the geometrical and kinematic acceptance of the selection criteria, e is the signal
selection efficiency, and L is the integrated luminosity. The product of A ⇥ e is estimated from
the simulation to be 0.377± 0.001, where the uncertainty is statistical. The estimated correction
factor r is 0.94 ± 0.06.

The measured production cross section for Zg ! nng for Eg
T > 145 GeV and |h| < 1.44 is 52.7±

2.1 (stat) ± 6.4 (syst) ± 1.4 (lumi) fb, which is in agreement with the theoretical cross section,
predicted at NNLO, of 50.0 + 2.4 � 2.2 fb.

The distributions of photon transverse energy and ET/ are given in Fig. 2, with the signal and
background predictions overlaid. The expected contributions from a nonvanishing neutral
TGC are also shown. No excess of events is observed.
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Process Estimate
Zg ! nng 41.74 ± 6.67
Wg ! `ng 10.60 ± 1.58

W ! en 7.80 ± 1.78
Jet ! g misidentified 1.75± 0.61

Beam halo 5.90 ± 4.70
Spurious ECAL signals 5.63 ± 2.20

Rare backgrounds 3.03 ± 0.69
Total Expectation 76.45 ± 8.82

Data 77

Table 2: Summary of estimated backgrounds and observed total number of candidates for
2.3 fb�1 at 13 TeV. Other rare backgrounds include the contributions from the g + jets, Zg !
`+`�g, W ! µn, W ! tn and ttg processes.
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Figure 2: The Eg
T (left) and Emiss

T (right) distributions in data (points with error bars) compared
with the SM Zg ! nng signal and estimated contributions from backgrounds. The background
uncertainty includes statistical and systematic components.
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6 7 Cross section measurement

scales by a factor of two. The electroweak correction factors are taken from Refs. [17] and [18]211

and their uncertainty is the largest theoretical uncertainty on the measured cross section.212

An additional source of uncertainty in the measured cross section is smearing and scaling of213

distributions from uncertainty in the photon and Emiss
T energy scales. The calibration of the214

reconstructed Z boson mass is used to derive scale factors for the electron energy scale. The215

differences between the electron and photon energy scales are corrected using simulation. The216

uncertainty on the photon energy scale is estimated to be 1.5%. The uncertainty on the Emiss
T is217

due to the uncertainties in the measured PF candidate four-momentum. The charged hadron218

momentum uncertainty is dominated by the tracker resolution. The photon energy scale is cal-219

ibrated using the p0 mass and the Z mass with electron-to-photon correction factors. The neu-220

tral hadron energy has the largest uncertainty. Individual PF candidate momenta and energy221

are varied within ±1s of their uncertainties to determine the Emiss
T uncertainty. Subdominant222

uncertainties in the trigger and reconstruction efficiency of photons are determined using the223

tag-and-probe technique with Z ! e+e� events. The photon and Emiss
T reconstruction uncer-224

tainties together translate into an uncertainty of 6% in A⇥ #, where A is the acceptance and #225

is the efficiency. The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is 2.7% [23]. A summary of the226

systematic uncertainties on the cross section is shown in Table 1.227

Sources Effect on cross section (%)
Luminosity 3.3

PDF and QCD scale 6.8
Electroweak corrections 11.3
Jets misidentified as g 1.3

Electron misidentified as g 3.6
Beam halo 11.0

Spurious ECAL signals 5.0
Emiss

T , photon energy scales, pileup 7.1
Data/sim. scale factors 9.7

Table 1: Summary of systematic uncertainties on the cross section in %. Data/simulation scale
factors include a correction for the modeling of photon identification, pixel seed and for the
combination of several requirements: the PF isolation computed from the charged hadron hav-
ing the largest isolation sum, the MIP tag, and the rejection of events with additional leptons.

7 Cross section measurement228

The cross section at next-to-next-to-leading order is predicted to be 65.55± 3.3 fb [14, 15], where229

the uncertainty includes only QCD scale variations. The expected number of Zg ! nng signal230

events, 41.7± 6.7, is obtained using MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO at LO with up to two additional231

jets, where the differential pT distribution is normalized to the NNLO predicted cross section.232

The total number of expected background events is 34.7 ± 5.8. A summary of the backgrounds233

and data yields is given in Table 2, where the uncertainties in the background estimates include234

both statistical and systematic sources.235

The distributions of photon transverse energy and Emiss
T are given in Fig. 2, with the signal and236

background predictions overlaid. No excess of events is observed above the standard model237

expectation, within uncertainties.238

The Zg ! nng cross section for Eg
T > 175 GeV and |h| < 1.44 is calculated using the following

formula:
s ⇥ B =

Ndata � Nbg

A⇥ e ⇥ L ,

where Ndata is the number of observed events, Nbg is the estimated number of background239

events, A is the geometrical and kinematic acceptance of the selection criteria, e is the sig-240
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Figure 2: The signal region Mjj distribution, for muon channel (left) and electron channel
(right). The backgrounds for misidentified photons and electrons are estimated from data as
described in the text. The dibosons contribution include WV(+g) and Zg(+jets) processes. The
top contribution includes both the tt̄g and single top quark processes. Signal contribution is
shown on top of backgrounds. The last bin has been extended to include the overflow events,
and the hatched error bands include the full statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
backgrounds summed in quadrature. The uncertainty in the ratio plot corresponds to this
hatched error.

Table 2: Number of events per process, with combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
The “Total prediction” represents the sum of all the individual contributions. The multijets
with one jet misidentified as an electron background is negligible in this region.

Process Muon channel Electron channel
EWK-induced Wg+2jets 5.8 ± 1.8 3.8 ± 1.2
QCD-induced Wg+jets 11.2 ± 3.2 10.3 ± 3.2

W + jets, 1 jet ! g 3.1 ± 0.8 2.2 ± 0.6
MC tt̄g 1.2 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.2

MC single top quark 0.5 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.4
MC WVg, V! two jets 0.3 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2

MC Zg + jets 0.2 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2
Total prediction 22.1 ± 7.2 17.9 ± 6.0

Data 24 20

• Mjj > 700 GeV, |Dh(j, j)| > 2.4,

• pl
T > 20 GeV, |hl | < 2.4,

• pg
T > 20 GeV, |hg| < 1.4442,

• E/T > 20 GeV,
• DRj,j, DRl,j, DRg,j, DRl,g > 0.4.

The fiducial region does not include selection requirements on the Zeppenfeld variable |yWg �
(yj1 + yj2)/2.0| and the |DfWg,dijet| variable, that are applied at the reconstruction level. The
acceptance correction for these selections is 0.289 ± 0.001 for EWK and 0.174 ± 0.002 for QCD.

Theoretical predictions are obtained based on the modelling of the simulated events as de-
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scribed in Sec. 2, where the events are generated at LO with MADGRAPH and then reweighted
by NLO/LO scaling factors calculated using VBFNLO. For EWK+QCD measurement, the the-
ory cross section corresponds to the sum of EWK and QCD. The interference effect is eatimated
independently and is found to be 4.6% of the total cross section.

The measured cross sections and signal strengths are summarized in Table 3, where the mea-
sured results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. The EWK signal strength
is measured to be µ̂ = 1.78+0.99

�0.76. By considering both the EWK and QCD contributions as a
signal the signal strength is measured to be 0.99+0.21

�0.19. Significances for both cases are also pre-
sented. For the EWK signal the observed (expected) significance is found to be 2.7 s (1.5 s) and
for the EWK+QCD signal it is found to be 7.7 s (7.5 s).

Table 3: Summary of the measured and predicted observables.

Items EWK measurement EWK+QCD measurement
µ̂ 1.78+0.99

�0.76 0.99+0.21
�0.19

EWK fraction (search region) 100% 27.1%
EWK fraction (fiducial region) 100% 25.8%

Observed (Expected) significance 2.67(1.52) s 7.69(7.49) s
Theory cross section (fb) 6.1 ± 1.2 (scale) ± 0.2 (PDF) 23.5 ± 6.6 (scale) ± 0.8 (PDF)

Measured cross section (fb) 10.8 ± 4.1 (stat.) ± 3.4 (syst.) ± 0.3 (lumi.) 23.2 ± 4.3 (stat.) ± 1.7 (syst.) ± 0.6 (lumi.)

7 Limits on anomalous quartic gauge couplings

Following the Ref. [67], we parameterize the AQGCs in a formalism that maintains SU(2)L ⌦
U(1)Y gauge symmetry and with 14 possible dimension 8 opetators contributing to our signal
process. 1 Presence of AQGC should lead to enhancement in EWK Wg+2jets cross section,
which should become more pronounced at the high energy tails of some distributions. As
shown in Fig. 3, the pW

T distribution is very sensitive to the AQGCs and therefore is used to set
limits. We choose a pW

T distribution binned over the range 50-250 GeV, with the overflow contri-
bution included in the last bin, and select events with the base line selections from Sec. 3, with
additional requirements: |yWg � (yj1 + yj2)/2.0| < 1.2, |Dh(j1, j2)| > 2.4, and pg

T > 200 GeV,
which were optimized for the AQGC measurement.

The tight pg
T selection applied to reach higher significance for the possible AQGC signal in

EWK Wg+2jets process lead to increased statistical uncertainties of the predictions of the back-
ground, the second largest uncertainty comes from the scale variations in the predicted AQGC
signal. Other uncertainties: signal PDF choice, luminosity, trigger efficiency, and lepton and
photon efficiencies are small.

The search is performed for each AQGC parameter separately, while setting all other parame-
ters to 0. Each signal sample, representing a different AQGC prediction, is generated at leading
order using the reweight method in MADGRAPH [32]. For each AQGC case, we compute the
AQGC/SM event yield ratios for all pW

T bins from this sample and use these ratios to rescale the
SM signal shape to the enhanced AQGC shape. Then we consider the following test statistic:

tatest = �2ln
L(atest, ˆ̂q)
L(â, q̂)

, (1)

1 The LM,5 operator is changed to be the average of the original one plus its Hermite conjugation, see Ap-
pendix A. This has been confirmed with the authors of Ref. [67].
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Figure 3: Comparison of predicted and observed pW
T distributions with electron and muon

combined channels. The last pW
T bin has been extended to include overflow contribution. The

dash red line depicts a representative signal distribution with anomalous coupling parameter
fM,0/L4 = 44 TeV�4. The bands represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties on signal
and background predictions squared. The data are shown with statistical uncertainties only.

where the likelihood function is constructed in two lepton channels and then combined for the
calculation. The atest represents the AQGC point being tested, and the q represents nuisance
parameters. The ˆ̂q means the values correspond to the maximum of the likelihood at the point
atest, while the â and q̂ correspond to the global maximum of the likelihood. This test statistic is
assumed to follow a c2 distribution [68, 69]. One can therefore extract the limits directly using
the delta log-likelihood function DNLL = tatest /2 [70].

In the non-renormalizable nature of high dimensional operators any non-zero AQGC violates
unitarity at high energies. An effective theory is therefore only valid at low energies, and we
need to check that the energy scale we probe is less than the new physics scale and does not vio-
late unitarity. Sometimes a form factor is introduced to uniterize the high energy contribution;
however, it complicates the limit setting procedure and makes it difficult to compare results
among experiments. Without using a form factor, we use VBFNLO to calculate the unitarity
bound of the corresponding observed upper limit and find where the unitarity is restored at the
energy scale of 8 TeV [46, 71]. The AQGC convention used in VBFNLO has been transformed
to correspond with our analysis. Despite that the limits of AQGC parameters we study violate
unitarity at vector boson scattering energies probed by the 8 TeV LHC, we report our results
without applying a form factor.

A comparison of several existing limits on the AQGC parameters are shown in Fig. 4. Ex-
isting competitive limits include the result from WVg production [13], same sign WW pro-
duction [15], VBS Zg production [26], exclusive gg !WW production at the CMS experi-
ment [17, 72] and the Wgg production at the ATLAS experiment [73]. The limit for dimension

6
aW

0
L2 and

aW
C

L2 in these references are transformed to dimension 8 using Eq.(2) in Ref.[13], with
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Observed Limits Expected Limits
-77 ( TeV�4) < fM0/L4 < 74 ( TeV�4) -47 ( TeV�4) < fM0/L4 < 44 ( TeV�4)

-125 ( TeV�4) < fM1/L4 < 129 ( TeV�4) -72 ( TeV�4) < fM1/L4 < 79 ( TeV�4)
-26 ( TeV�4) < fM2/L4 < 26 ( TeV�4) -16 ( TeV�4) < fM2/L4 < 15 ( TeV�4)
-43 ( TeV�4) < fM3/L4 < 44 ( TeV�4) -25 ( TeV�4) < fM3/L4 < 27 ( TeV�4)
-40 ( TeV�4) < fM4/L4 < 40 ( TeV�4) -23 ( TeV�4) < fM4/L4 < 24 ( TeV�4)
-65 ( TeV�4) < fM5/L4 < 65 ( TeV�4) -39 ( TeV�4) < fM5/L4 < 39 ( TeV�4)

-129 ( TeV�4) < fM6/L4 < 129 ( TeV�4) -77 ( TeV�4) < fM6/L4 < 77 ( TeV�4)
-164 ( TeV�4) < fM7/L4 < 162 ( TeV�4) -99 ( TeV�4) < fM7/L4 < 97 ( TeV�4)
-5.4 ( TeV�4) < fT0/L4 < 5.6 ( TeV�4) -3.2 ( TeV�4) < fT0/L4 < 3.4 ( TeV�4)
-3.7 ( TeV�4) < fT1/L4 < 4.0 ( TeV�4) -2.2 ( TeV�4) < fT1/L4 < 2.5 ( TeV�4)
-11 ( TeV�4) < fT2/L4 < 12 ( TeV�4) -6.3 ( TeV�4) < fT2/L4 < 7.9 ( TeV�4)
-3.8 ( TeV�4) < fT5/L4 < 3.8 ( TeV�4) -2.3 ( TeV�4) < fT5/L4 < 2.4 ( TeV�4)
-2.8 ( TeV�4) < fT6/L4 < 3.0 ( TeV�4) -1.7 ( TeV�4) < fT6/L4 < 1.9 ( TeV�4)
-7.3 ( TeV�4) < fT7/L4 < 7.7 ( TeV�4) -4.4 ( TeV�4) < fT7/L4 < 4.7 ( TeV�4)

Table 4: Observed and expected shape-based exclusion limits for each AQGC parameter at 95%
CL, no form factor is applied.

the constrain of
fM,0

L4 = 2 ⇥ fM,2

L4 and
fM,1

L4 = 2 ⇥ fM,3

L4 . All of the AQGC limits shown are
calculated without a form factor.

8 Summary

A search for EWK-induced Wg+2jets production and AQGCs has been presented based on
events containing a W boson which decays to a lepton and a neutrino, a hard photon, and two
tagged jets. The data analyzed corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1 collected
in pp collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV in 2012 with the CMS detector at the LHC. An excess of data

events is observed above the expectation from QCD-induced Wg+2jets and other background,
with an observed (expected) significance of the excess is 2.7 s (1.5 s). The cross section within
the VBS-like fiducial region is measured to be 10.8 ± 4.1 (stat.) ± 3.4 (syst.) ± 0.3 (lumi.) fb,
which is consistent with the SM prediction of EWK-induced signal. In the same fiducial region,
the cross section with only non-Wg+2jets background is measured to be 23.2 ± 4.3 (stat.) ± 1.7
(syst.) ± 0.6 (lumi.) fb, which is consistent with the SM EWK+QCD prediction.

We obtain exclusion limits for AQGC parameters fM,0�7/L4, fT,0�2/L4, and fT,5�7/L4 at 95%
C.L.. We provide competitive limits on several parameters and present first ever limits set on
the fM,4/L4 and fT,5�7/L4 parameters.
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Figure 2: The signal region Mjj distribution, for muon channel (left) and electron channel
(right). The backgrounds for misidentified photons and electrons are estimated from data as
described in the text. The dibosons contribution include WV(+g) and Zg(+jets) processes. The
top contribution includes both the tt̄g and single top quark processes. Signal contribution is
shown on top of backgrounds. The last bin has been extended to include the overflow events,
and the hatched error bands include the full statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
backgrounds summed in quadrature. The uncertainty in the ratio plot corresponds to this
hatched error.

Table 2: Number of events per process, with combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
The “Total prediction” represents the sum of all the individual contributions. The multijets
with one jet misidentified as an electron background is negligible in this region.

Process Muon channel Electron channel
EWK-induced Wg+2jets 5.8 ± 1.8 3.8 ± 1.2
QCD-induced Wg+jets 11.2 ± 3.2 10.3 ± 3.2

W + jets, 1 jet ! g 3.1 ± 0.8 2.2 ± 0.6
MC tt̄g 1.2 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.2

MC single top quark 0.5 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.4
MC WVg, V! two jets 0.3 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2

MC Zg + jets 0.2 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2
Total prediction 22.1 ± 7.2 17.9 ± 6.0

Data 24 20

• Mjj > 700 GeV, |Dh(j, j)| > 2.4,

• pl
T > 20 GeV, |hl | < 2.4,

• pg
T > 20 GeV, |hg| < 1.4442,

• E/T > 20 GeV,
• DRj,j, DRl,j, DRg,j, DRl,g > 0.4.

The fiducial region does not include selection requirements on the Zeppenfeld variable |yWg �
(yj1 + yj2)/2.0| and the |DfWg,dijet| variable, that are applied at the reconstruction level. The
acceptance correction for these selections is 0.289 ± 0.001 for EWK and 0.174 ± 0.002 for QCD.

Theoretical predictions are obtained based on the modelling of the simulated events as de-
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Figure 2: The Mjj distributions measured in (a) muon and (b) electron channels. The data (solid
symbols with error bars representing the statistical uncertainties) are compared to background
estimate based on data as described in the text convoluted with MC predictions for the signal
contribution. The shadowed bands represent the full uncertainty on predictions as described
in Section. 6. The last bin is overflow bin that contains the events above 1200 GeV.

mated by dividing the misidentified photon region into two regions based on isolation vari-
ables bounds in standard photon selection criteria and calculate the difference of the misiden-
tified photon rate in each subregion. These uncertainties are found to be 13.3%, 21.2%, 48.6%
for pg

T regions 20-30 GeV, 30-50 GeV and above 50 GeV respectively. The shape uncertainty is
estimated by using the fake photon templates from MC Drell-Yan sample instead of those mea-
sured in data. These uncertainties are respectively 7.7%, 5.1%, 4.6% for the same pg

T bins. Thus
the final total uncertainties of the misidentified photon background estimation are 15.3%, 21.8%
and 48.8%.

The systematic uncertainty in the estimation of trigger efficiency is found to be 1.2% and 1.7%
for Z!µ+µ� channel and Z!e+e� respectively and the systematic uncertainty in the efficien-
cies of lepton reconstruction and identification for both channels is found to be 1.9% and 1.0%
respectively [28], using the tag-and-probe technique [16]. The systematic uncertainty of jet
energy scale and resolution is estimated by varying up and down the jet energy scale and res-
olution by 1s and computing the effect on the acceptance, and the value is 14.1% for Mjj > 400
GeV [29]. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 2.6% [30].

The PDF uncertainty for signal is estimated with CT10 [31] following the asymmetric Hessian
method illustrated in Ref. [32, 33], with the values 4.2% and 2.4% in two Mjj bins. The scale
uncertainty is evaluated by varying renormalization and factorization scales independently by
a factor of 2, with the values 9% and 12% in two Mjj bins. Moreover, the interference effect be-
tween QCD and EWK Zg+two jets processes, which is defined as s(QCD + EWK)� s(QCD)�
s(EWK)]/s(EWK), is considered and it is included in the relevant uncertainty, with the val-
ues 17.5% and 10.9% in two Mjj bins. These three kinds of theoretical uncertainties are only
considered for signal process. Moreover, the theoretical uncertainty from the top background
is 20% [3].

All the systematic uncertainties metioned will be applied in the significance measurement and
aQGC search, and propagated to the uncertainty of the measured fiducial cross section, with
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• pj1,j2
T > 30 GeV, |h j1,j2| < 4.7

• Mjj > 400 GeV, Dhjj >2.5

• pl1,2
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• 70 GeV < Mll < 110 GeV
• pg

T > 60 GeV, |hg| < 1.4442
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Figure 4: The distribution of events pass the final cut criteria for searching aQGCs. The last
bin has been extended to include overflow evens. Errors in the plot are shown with statistical
uncertainties for background and data (in bars), and theoretical uncertainties for aQGCs (in
bands).

9 Limit on Anomalous Quartic Gauge Coupling

With the parameterization of signals and related systematic uncertainties metioned in Section 6,
for each aQGC value, we compute the event yield ratio aQGC/SM for all Zg mass bins from
this sample and apply these ratios to rescale the SM signal shape to the aQGC one. The follow-
ing test statistic is considered:

tatest = �2ln
L(atest, ˆ̂q)
L(Â, q̂)

, (2)

where the likelihood function is constructed in two lepton channels and then combined for the
calculation, considering a bin-wise Poisson distribution and a normal constraining term of the
nuisance parameters. The atest represents the aQGC point being tested, and the q represents
nuisance parameters, assuming Log-normal distributions. The ˆ̂q means the values correspond
to the maximum of the likelihood at the point atest, while the â, q̂ correspond to the global max-
imum of the likelihood. This test statistic is assumed to follow a c2 distribution [36]. One can
therefore extract the limits directly using the delta log-likelihood function DNLL = tatest /2 [37],

8 10 Summary

and the 95% CL limit on a one dimensional aQGC parameter corresponds a value of 3.84. We
obtain the exclusion limits on all parameters as shown in Table 1.

Observed Limits Expected Limits
-71 (TeV�4) < fM0/L4 < 75 (TeV�4) -109 (TeV�4) < fM0/L4 < 111 (TeV�4)

-190 (TeV�4) < fM1/L4 < 182 (TeV�4) -281 (TeV�4) < fM1/L4 < 280 (TeV�4)
-32 (TeV�4) < fM2/L4 < 31 (TeV�4) -47 (TeV�4) < fM2/L4 < 47 (TeV�4)
-58 (TeV�4) < fM3/L4 < 59 (TeV�4) -87 (TeV�4) < fM3/L4 < 87 (TeV�4)
-3.8 (TeV�4) < fT0/L4 < 3.4 (TeV�4) -5.1 (TeV�4) < fT0/L4 < 5.1 (TeV�4)
-4.4 (TeV�4) < fT1/L4 < 4.4 (TeV�4) -6.5 (TeV�4) < fT1/L4 < 6.5 (TeV�4)
-9.9 (TeV�4) < fT2/L4 < 9.0 (TeV�4) -14.0 (TeV�4) < fT2/L4 < 14.5 (TeV�4)
-1.8 (TeV�4) < fT8/L4 < 1.8 (TeV�4) -2.7 (TeV�4) < fT8/L4 < 2.7 (TeV�4)
-4.0 (TeV�4) < fT9/L4 < 4.0 (TeV�4) -6.0 (TeV�4) < fT9/L4 < 6.0 (TeV�4)

Table 1: Parameterized by Zg mass, 95% CL shape-based exclusion limits listed for combined
channels of each aQGC parameter, no form factor is applied.

The nature of high dimensional operators leads to unitarity violation for non-zero values of
aQGCs. An effective theory is therefore only valid at low energies. To check that the energy
scale probed in this analysis is below the new physics scale, the VBFNLO is used to calculate
the unitarity bounds correspondent to observed upper limits [38, 39]. In general the limits on
the aQGC parameters are set in the range where unitary violating effects would be produced at
the energy scales of the LHC except in the case of the fT9 parameter which is unitary conserving
to a high energy scale.

A comparison of several existing limits on the AQGC parameters are shown in Fig. 5. Existing
competitive limits include the result from WVg production [3], same sign WW production [5],
exclusive gg !WW production at the CMS experiment [40, 41] and the Wgg production at

the ATLAS experiment [42]. The limit for dimension 6
aW

0
L2 and

aW
C

L2 in these references are

transformed to dimension 8 using Eq.(2) in Ref.[3], with the constrain of
fM0

L4 = 2 ⇥ fM2

L4 and
fM1

L4 = 2 ⇥ fM3

L4 . All of the AQGC limits shown are calculated without a form factor.

10 Summary

Evidence for electroweak associated production of a Z boson, a photon and two jets, where
the Z boson decays into electron or muon pairs, is presented. The measurement is based on a
sample of proton-proton collisions collected by the CMS detector at pp center-of-mass energy of
8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1. The fiducial cross section of EWK
Zg+two jets is measured to be 1.86+0.89

�0.75(stat.)+0.41
�0.27(syst.) ± 0.05(lumi.) fb, which is consistent

with the theoretical prediction. The fiducial volume cross section of EWK+QCD Zg+two jets is
1.00 ± 0.43(stat.)± 0.26(syst.)± 0.03(lumi.) fb which is also consistent with the leading order
theoretical prediction.

In terms of the aQGC research, based on dimention 8 operators, the limits on the parameters
fM0�3/L4 and fT0,1,2,8,9/L4 of aQGC have been set at 95% confidence level. The result are pre-
sented in Table 1. The neutral parameters fT8,9 are measured for the first time.
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The azimuthal separation between the highest pT jet and
the ET direction is required to be larger than 0.4 radians.
This criterion reduces the QCD multijet background where
the ET can arise from a mismeasurement of the leading jet
energy. To reduce the background from Wγ þ jets events,
requirements on the dijet invariant mass 70 < mjj <
100 GeV, and on the separation between the jets of
jΔηjjj < 1.4, are imposed. In order to reject top-quark
backgrounds, the two jets are also required to fail a b quark
jet tagging requirement. The combined secondary vertex
algorithm [51] is used, with a discriminator based on the
displaced vertex expected from b hadron decays. This
algorithm selects b hadrons with about 70% efficiency,
and has a 1% misidentification probability. The anti-b tag
requirement suppresses approximately 7% of the WWγ and
10%of theWZγ signal via theW → cs̄,Z → bb̄ andZ → cc̄
decays. These effects are taken into account in the analysis.
Muon candidates are reconstructed by combining infor-

mation from the silicon tracker and from the muon detector
by means of a global track fit. The muon candidates are
required to pass the standard CMS muon identification and
the track quality criteria [52]. The isolation variables used in
the muon selection are based on the PF algorithm and are
corrected for the contribution from pileup. The muon
candidates have a selection efficiency of approximately 96%.
Electrons are reconstructed from clusters [27,53–55] of

ECAL energy deposits matched to tracks in the silicon
tracker within the ECAL fiducial volume, with the exclu-
sion of the transition region between the barrel and the end
caps previously defined. The electron candidates are
required to be consistent with a particle originating from
the primary vertex in the event. The isolation variables used
in the electron selection are based on the PF algorithm and
are corrected for the contribution from pileup. The electron
selection efficiency is approximately 80%. To suppress the

Z → eþe− background in the electron channel, where one
electron is misidentified as a photon, a Z boson mass veto of
jMZ −meγj > 10 GeV is applied. The impact on the signal
efficiency from applying such a suppression is negligible.
Photon candidates are reconstructed from clusters of

cells with significant energy deposition in the ECAL. The
candidates are required to be within the ECAL barrel
fiducial region (jηj < 1.44). The observables used in the
photon selection are isolation variables based on the PF
algorithm and they are corrected for the contribution due to
pileup, the ratio of hadronic energy in the HCAL that is

TABLE II. Expected number of events for each process. The
predicted number of events for the Wγ þ jets and WV þ jet
processes, where the jet is reconstructed as a photon, are derived
from data. The “Total prediction” item represents the sum of all
the individual contributions.

Process
Muon channel

number of events
Electron channel
number of events

SM WWγ 6.6" 1.5 5.0" 1.1
SM WZγ 0.6" 0.1 0.5" 0.1

Wγ þ jets 136.9" 10.5 101.6" 8.5
WV þ jets, jet → γ 33.1" 4.8 21.3" 3.3
MC tt̄γ 12.5" 3.0 9.1" 2.2
MC single top quark 2.8" 0.8 1.7" 0.6
MC Zγ þ jets 1.7" 0.1 1.5" 0.1
Multijets # # # 7.2" 5.1

Total prediction 194.2" 11.5 147.9" 10.7
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FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison of predicted and observed
photon ET distributions in the (left) muon and (right) electron
channels. The rightmost bin includes the integral of events above
450 GeV for each process. The solid black line depicts a
representative signal distribution with anomalous coupling
parameter aW0 =Λ

2 ¼ 50 TeV−2.
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The azimuthal separation between the highest pT jet and
the ET direction is required to be larger than 0.4 radians.
This criterion reduces the QCD multijet background where
the ET can arise from a mismeasurement of the leading jet
energy. To reduce the background from Wγ þ jets events,
requirements on the dijet invariant mass 70 < mjj <
100 GeV, and on the separation between the jets of
jΔηjjj < 1.4, are imposed. In order to reject top-quark
backgrounds, the two jets are also required to fail a b quark
jet tagging requirement. The combined secondary vertex
algorithm [51] is used, with a discriminator based on the
displaced vertex expected from b hadron decays. This
algorithm selects b hadrons with about 70% efficiency,
and has a 1% misidentification probability. The anti-b tag
requirement suppresses approximately 7% of the WWγ and
10%of theWZγ signal via theW → cs̄,Z → bb̄ andZ → cc̄
decays. These effects are taken into account in the analysis.
Muon candidates are reconstructed by combining infor-

mation from the silicon tracker and from the muon detector
by means of a global track fit. The muon candidates are
required to pass the standard CMS muon identification and
the track quality criteria [52]. The isolation variables used in
the muon selection are based on the PF algorithm and are
corrected for the contribution from pileup. The muon
candidates have a selection efficiency of approximately 96%.
Electrons are reconstructed from clusters [27,53–55] of

ECAL energy deposits matched to tracks in the silicon
tracker within the ECAL fiducial volume, with the exclu-
sion of the transition region between the barrel and the end
caps previously defined. The electron candidates are
required to be consistent with a particle originating from
the primary vertex in the event. The isolation variables used
in the electron selection are based on the PF algorithm and
are corrected for the contribution from pileup. The electron
selection efficiency is approximately 80%. To suppress the

Z → eþe− background in the electron channel, where one
electron is misidentified as a photon, a Z boson mass veto of
jMZ −meγj > 10 GeV is applied. The impact on the signal
efficiency from applying such a suppression is negligible.
Photon candidates are reconstructed from clusters of

cells with significant energy deposition in the ECAL. The
candidates are required to be within the ECAL barrel
fiducial region (jηj < 1.44). The observables used in the
photon selection are isolation variables based on the PF
algorithm and they are corrected for the contribution due to
pileup, the ratio of hadronic energy in the HCAL that is

TABLE II. Expected number of events for each process. The
predicted number of events for the Wγ þ jets and WV þ jet
processes, where the jet is reconstructed as a photon, are derived
from data. The “Total prediction” item represents the sum of all
the individual contributions.

Process
Muon channel

number of events
Electron channel
number of events

SM WWγ 6.6" 1.5 5.0" 1.1
SM WZγ 0.6" 0.1 0.5" 0.1

Wγ þ jets 136.9" 10.5 101.6" 8.5
WV þ jets, jet → γ 33.1" 4.8 21.3" 3.3
MC tt̄γ 12.5" 3.0 9.1" 2.2
MC single top quark 2.8" 0.8 1.7" 0.6
MC Zγ þ jets 1.7" 0.1 1.5" 0.1
Multijets # # # 7.2" 5.1

Total prediction 194.2" 11.5 147.9" 10.7
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450 GeV for each process. The solid black line depicts a
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The background from misidentified photons arises
mainly from the W þ 3 jets process, where one jet passes
the photon identification criteria. The total contribution
frommisidentified photons is estimated using a data control
sample, where all selection criteria except for the isolation
requirement are applied. The shower shape distribution is
then used to estimate the total rate of misidentified photons.
Details on the method can be found in Ref. [56]. The
fraction of the total background from misidentified photons
decreases with photon ET from a maximum of 23%
(pT ¼ 30 GeV) to 8% (pT > 135 GeV).
The multijet background is due to misidentified leptons

from jets that satisfy the muon or electron selection
requirements. It is estimated by using a two component
fit to the ET distribution in data. The procedure is described
in [3], and was repeated for the 8 TeV data. The multijet
contribution is estimated to be 6.2% for the electron
channel, with a 50% uncertainty, and is negligible for
the muon channel.
Other background contributions arise from top-quark

pair production, single-top-quark production, and
Zγ þ jets. These are taken from simulation and are fixed
to their SM expectations, with the central values and
uncertainties listed in Table I. The top-quark pair process
contribution comes from the presence of two W bosons in
the decays. The Zγ þ jets background can mimic the signal
when the Z decays leptonically and one of the leptons is
lost, resulting in ET. The sum of the top-quark pair, single-
top-quark, and Zγ þ jets backgrounds represent about 8%
of the expected SM background rate.

VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The uncertainties contributing to the measured rate of
misidentified photons arise from two sources. First, the
statistical uncertainty is taken from pseudo experiments
drawn from the data control sample described in Sec. VI
and is estimated to be 5.6% rising to 37% with increasing
photon ET. The second arises from a bias in the shower
shape ofW þ 3 jets simulation due to the inverted isolation
requirements. This uncertainty is estimated to be less than
11%. The combined uncertainty on the photon misidenti-
fication rate, integrated over the ET spectrum, is 14%.

The uncertainty in the measured value of the luminosity
[24] is 2.6% and it contributes to the signal and those
backgrounds that are taken from the MC prediction. Jet
energy scale uncertainties contribute via selection thresh-
olds on the jet pT and dijet invariant mass by 4.3%. The
small difference in ET resolution [46] between data and
simulation affects the signal selection efficiency by less
than 1%. Systematic uncertainties due to the trigger
efficiency in the data (1%) and lepton reconstruction and
selection efficiencies (2%) are also accounted for. Photon
reconstruction efficiency and energy scale uncertainties
contribute to the signal selection efficiency at the 1% level.
The uncertainty from the b jet tagging procedure is 2% on
the data/simulation efficiency correction factor [51]. This
has an effect of 11% on the tt̄γ background, 5% on the
single-top-quark background, and a negligible effect on the
signal. The theoretical uncertainty in the tt̄γ and Zγ þ jets
production is 20%.
The theoretical uncertainties in the WWγ, WZγ, and

AQGC signal cross sections are evaluated using
AMC@NLO samples. We vary the renormalization and
factorization scales each by factors of 1=2 and 2, and
require μR ¼ μF, as described in Ref. [43]. We find that the
scale-related uncertainties are 23%, and that the uncertainty
due to the choice of PDF is 3.6%.

TABLE III. The 95% C.L. exclusion limits for each AQGC
parameter from the combination of the muon and electron
channels.

Observed limits Expected limits

−21 < aW0 =Λ
2 < 20 TeV−2 −24 < aW0 =Λ

2 < 23 TeV−2

−34 < aWC =Λ
2 < 32 TeV−2 −37 < aWC =Λ

2 < 34 TeV−2

−25 < fT;0=Λ4 < 24 TeV−4 −27 < fT;0=Λ4 < 27 TeV−4

−12 < κW0 =Λ
2 < 10 TeV−2 −12 < κW0 =Λ

2 < 12 TeV−2

−18 < κWC =Λ
2 < 17 TeV−2 −19 < κWC =Λ

2 < 18 TeV−2

TABLE IV. The 95% C.L. exclusion limits for each dimension-
eight AQGC parameter from the combination of the muon and
electron channels.

Observed limits (TeV−4) Expected limits (TeV−4)

−77 < fM;0=Λ4 < 81 −89 < fM;0=Λ4 < 93
−131 < fM;1=Λ4 < 123 −143 < fM;1=Λ4 < 131
−39 < fM;2=Λ4 < 40 −44 < fM;2=Λ4 < 46
−66 < fM;3=Λ4 < 62 −71 < fM;3=Λ4 < 66
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mainly from the W þ 3 jets process, where one jet passes
the photon identification criteria. The total contribution
frommisidentified photons is estimated using a data control
sample, where all selection criteria except for the isolation
requirement are applied. The shower shape distribution is
then used to estimate the total rate of misidentified photons.
Details on the method can be found in Ref. [56]. The
fraction of the total background from misidentified photons
decreases with photon ET from a maximum of 23%
(pT ¼ 30 GeV) to 8% (pT > 135 GeV).
The multijet background is due to misidentified leptons
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fit to the ET distribution in data. The procedure is described
in [3], and was repeated for the 8 TeV data. The multijet
contribution is estimated to be 6.2% for the electron
channel, with a 50% uncertainty, and is negligible for
the muon channel.
Other background contributions arise from top-quark
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Zγ þ jets. These are taken from simulation and are fixed
to their SM expectations, with the central values and
uncertainties listed in Table I. The top-quark pair process
contribution comes from the presence of two W bosons in
the decays. The Zγ þ jets background can mimic the signal
when the Z decays leptonically and one of the leptons is
lost, resulting in ET. The sum of the top-quark pair, single-
top-quark, and Zγ þ jets backgrounds represent about 8%
of the expected SM background rate.

VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The uncertainties contributing to the measured rate of
misidentified photons arise from two sources. First, the
statistical uncertainty is taken from pseudo experiments
drawn from the data control sample described in Sec. VI
and is estimated to be 5.6% rising to 37% with increasing
photon ET. The second arises from a bias in the shower
shape ofW þ 3 jets simulation due to the inverted isolation
requirements. This uncertainty is estimated to be less than
11%. The combined uncertainty on the photon misidenti-
fication rate, integrated over the ET spectrum, is 14%.

The uncertainty in the measured value of the luminosity
[24] is 2.6% and it contributes to the signal and those
backgrounds that are taken from the MC prediction. Jet
energy scale uncertainties contribute via selection thresh-
olds on the jet pT and dijet invariant mass by 4.3%. The
small difference in ET resolution [46] between data and
simulation affects the signal selection efficiency by less
than 1%. Systematic uncertainties due to the trigger
efficiency in the data (1%) and lepton reconstruction and
selection efficiencies (2%) are also accounted for. Photon
reconstruction efficiency and energy scale uncertainties
contribute to the signal selection efficiency at the 1% level.
The uncertainty from the b jet tagging procedure is 2% on
the data/simulation efficiency correction factor [51]. This
has an effect of 11% on the tt̄γ background, 5% on the
single-top-quark background, and a negligible effect on the
signal. The theoretical uncertainty in the tt̄γ and Zγ þ jets
production is 20%.
The theoretical uncertainties in the WWγ, WZγ, and

AQGC signal cross sections are evaluated using
AMC@NLO samples. We vary the renormalization and
factorization scales each by factors of 1=2 and 2, and
require μR ¼ μF, as described in Ref. [43]. We find that the
scale-related uncertainties are 23%, and that the uncertainty
due to the choice of PDF is 3.6%.
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Table 1: Number of predicted background events compared to the observed data and expected
signal for the W±gg analysis, having photons with pT > 25 GeV. The results are presented sep-
arately in each region and also as the sum over the regions. The background contributions are
summed in the ’Total Background’ column with the correlations between various components
of the uncertainties combined appropriately. The signal prediction is given by the nominal
signal simulation sample normalized to the recorded luminosity.

Region jet misID Zgg + Irreducible Total Background Data Expected signal
Muon Channel

Barrel-Barrel 25 ± 6 9.6 ± 1.3 34 ± 6 62 16.5 ± 1.8
Barrel-Endcap 17 ± 3 1.9 ± 0.4 19 ± 3 26 4.1 ± 0.5
Endcap-Barrel 21 ± 4 2.5 ± 0.5 24 ± 4 20 4.1 ± 0.5
Sum 63 ± 11 14 ± 2 77 ± 12 108 25 ± 3

Table 2: Number of predicted background events compared to the observed data and expected
signal for the Zgg analysis, having photons with pT > 15 GeV. The results are presented sep-
arately in each region and also as the sum over the regions. The background contributions are
summed in the ’Total Background’ column with the correlations between various components
of the uncertainties combined appropriately. The signal prediction is given by the nominal
signal simulation sample normalized to the recorded luminosity.

Region jet misID Irreducible Total Background Data Expected Signal
Muon Channel

Barrel-Barrel 28 ± 5 0.4 ± 0.1 29 ± 5 72 47 ± 8
Barrel-Endcap 21 ± 3 0.1 ± 0.1 21 ± 3 29 13 ± 2
Endcap-Barrel 19 ± 3 0.1 ± 0.1 19 ± 3 40 14 ± 3
Sum 68 ± 9 0.6 ± 0.2 68 ± 9 141 73 ± 10

Electron Channel
Barrel-Barrel 21 ± 4 0.2 ± 0.1 21 ± 4 65 37 ± 6
Barrel-Endcap 21 ± 3 0.1 ± 0.1 21 ± 3 28 9 ± 2
Endcap-Barrel 20 ± 3 0.01 ± 0.01 20 ± 3 24 11 ± 2
Sum 62 ± 8 0.3 ± 0.1 62 ± 8 117 56 ± 8

4.2 Zgg and irreducible background sources

The remaining background contributions result from multiboson processes that have two prompt
photons and one or more leptons. For the W±gg analysis, a major background results from
Zgg events where one decay lepton is lost. These events are reduced by vetoing the presence
of a second lepton having pT > 10 GeV and the remaining contribution is estimated using
simulation. A 12.5% uncertainty is applied to the prediction based on the uncertainty on the
theoretical cross section. This background prediction is also validated by the Zgg cross-section
measurement, which is consistent with the theory.

For both analyses, small sources of irreducible background sources result from WWgg, WZgg,
ZZgg, and tt̄gg events. These background contributions are estimated using Monte Carlo
simulation samples that are required to have two photons at the generator level.

4.3 Summary of backgrounds

The background predictions are validated in a control region that is enriched in misidentified
jets as shown in Figure 2 where satisfactory agreement is observed. The number of predicted
background contributions in each analysis bin is given for W±gg in Table 1 and for Zgg in
Table 2.
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5 Cross-section measurement

5.1 Methodology

The W±gg and Zgg production cross sections are measured within fiducial regions defined to
be close to the offline event selection and to minimize extrapolations from the selected events.
The set of cuts that define the W±gg and Zgg fiducial regions are given in Table 3. The fidu-
cial transverse mass, mT(`, n(s)), follows the same definition used in the event selection (See
Equation 1) except with Emiss

T replaced by the neutrino transverse momentum (or for t decays,
the three neutrinos’ Â ~pT). The lepton four-momenta are modified using a dressing procedure.
The four-momenta of photons within a cone of DR < 0.1 of a lepton are added to the four-
momentum of the lepton. Photons used in the dressing procedure are not considered as final
state photons.

Table 3: Fiducial definitions for the W±gg analysis (top) and Zgg analysis (bottom). Leptons
are dressed such that the four-momenta of photons within a cone of DR < 0.1 are added to the
four-momentum of the lepton.

Definition of W±gg Fiducial Region
pg

T > 25 GeV, |hg| < 2.5
p`

T > 25 GeV, |h`| < 2.5
Exactly one candidate muon and two candidate photons

mT(`, n(s)) > 40 GeV
DR(g, g) > 0.4 and DR(g, `) > 0.4

Definition of Zgg Fiducial Region
pg

T > 15 GeV, |hg| < 2.5
p`

T > 10 GeV, |h`| < 2.5
Exactly two candidate leptons and two candidate photons

lead pg
T > 20 GeV

M`` > 40 GeV
DR(g, g) > 0.4, DR(g, `) > 0.4, and DR(`, `) > 0.4

The fiducial cross sections are determined in the final states where the W and Z bosons decay
to a single lepton family (`). Electrons or muons produced through a t decay are treated as
background and are removed in the extrapolation to the fiducial region. The fiducial cross-
section formula is,

s(pp ! `ngg(``gg))Fiducial = (1 � ft) ·
Nobs � Nbkgd

CW±gg (CZgg ) · L , (3)

where Nobs and Nbkgd are the number of observed events and the number of expected back-
ground events, CW±gg (CZgg ) is the fiducial acceptance factor, L is the integrated luminosity
of the data sample, and ft is the fraction of events in which the final lepton is obtained via
an intermediate t decay. The t fraction is estimated from the signal Monte Carlo simulation
samples at the generator level using events where the parent of the lepton is a t lepton. For
the W±gg (Zgg ) analysis ft is 2.4% (0.3%). The smaller Zgg t fraction is because both t
leptons must decay to the same lepton flavor to enter the signal region. The fiducial acceptance

10 5 Cross-section measurement

factor is a combination of the selection efficiency and the detector’s geometric and kinematic
acceptance. The CW±gg factor is defined as follows,

CW±gg =
Nreco [W ! `ngg] + Nreco [W ! tngg ! `nnngg]

Ngen [W ! `ngg(fiducial)] + Ngen [W ! tngg ! `nnngg(fiducial)]
, (4)

and similarly for the CZgg factor,

CZgg =
Nreco [Z ! ``gg] + Nreco [Z ! ttgg ! `nn`nngg]

Ngen [Z ! ``gg(fiducial)] + Ngen [Z ! ttgg ! `nn`nngg(fiducial)]
, (5)

where Nreco is the number of events that pass analysis cuts applied to reconstructed quanti-
ties and Ngen(fiducial) is the number of generated events that pass the fiducial cuts applied
to Monte Carlo truth quantities. The acceptance factors are calculated using the signal Monte
Carlo simulation samples. The acceptance factor and t fraction are combined into a single com-
bined acceptance factor that enters the cross section formula, which is given for the W±gg and
Zgg analyses in Table 4.

Table 4: Fiducial acceptance for the W±gg and Zgg analyses. The acceptances are the ratios of
reconstructed events passing the analysis selection criteria to Monte Carlo “Truth” events pass-
ing each analysis’s fiducial definition. The removal of t decays is accomplished by dividing by
the fraction of events that do not contain a t decay, (1 � ft).

Electron Channel Muon Channel
CW±gg

1� ft
– 26.7 ±1.2

1.1 %
CZgg

1� ft
22.5 ±1.6

1.4 % 29.1 ±1.8
1.4 %

5.2 Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the cross section

Uncertainties on the background estimates, given in Tables 1 and 2, are propagated to the pre-
dicted signal yield. The luminosity uncertainty is applied to the background predictions from
simulation and on the measured cross sections. The luminosity uncertainty is estimated to be
2.6% [33].

The trigger, lepton identification, and photon identification efficiencies are corrected for differ-
ences between data and simulation using the tag-and-probe method with Z ! `+`� events.
The corrections for the electron veto cuts in the photon selections are calculated using FSR pho-
tons in Z ! µµ events. Estimates of the energy scale uncertainty for the electron, photon and
muon are made from comparisons of the Z mass lineshape between data and simulation. Un-
certainties on the Emiss

T energy scale are estimated by propagating the energy scale uncertainty
for each object used in the Emiss

T calculation.

Uncertainties in the proton PDFs, the scales of renormalization and factorization, and in the
number of interaction vertices per event all affect the acceptance factors. The PDF uncertainties
were estimated by recomputing the acceptance with the NNPDF-NLO replicas, and by com-
paring the acceptance factor obtained by using the central PDF in the NNPDF-NLO, MSTW-
NLO, and CT10-NLO PDF sets. The uncertainties in the renormalization and factorization
scales are evaluated by varying them independently by a factor of 1/2 and 2. Simulated events
are weighted so that the multiplicity of interaction vertices matches the distribution in data,
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Definitions
• Regions defined by 𝜎iηiη cuts

• Tight+Tight     (TT)
• Tight+Loose   (TL)
• Loose+Tight   (LT)
• Loose+Loose (LL)

• Processes (‘true’ source of photon)
• Real+Real (RR) — Signal
• Real+Fake (RF) — W𝛾/Z𝛾
• Fake+Real (FR) — W𝛾/Z𝛾
• Fake+Fake (FF) — W+jets/Z+jets
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5.3 Results 11

determined by a pixel seed counting luminosity measurement [33]. The systematic uncertainty
is determined by scaling the distribution by 5%.

All systematic uncertainties are propagated to the cross-section measurements. A summary
of systematic sources affecting the W±gg measurement is presented in Table 5 and for the
Zgg measurement in Table 6. For W±gg the total uncertainty from the acceptance sources is
4% and for Zgg the uncertainties are 7% (5%) in the electron (muon) channel.

Table 5: Systematic and statistical uncertainties affecting the W±gg fiducial cross section for
events with a leading photon having pT > 25 GeV.

Systematic Uncertainties Wgg ! µgg

Signal Simulation Systematics d(sW±gg )
Simulation Statistics 2.40%
Trigger 0.26%
Photon Identification 2.04%
Muon Identification and Isolation 0.27%
Photon Pixel Seed Electron Veto
Photon Energy Scale 2.10%
Muon Energy Scale 0.19%
Emiss

T Scale 1.39%
PDF 1.45%
Renormalization and Factorization 0.77%
Pile-up 0.17%

Total Signal Simulation Systematics 4.38%
Background Systematics d(sW±gg )

Misidentified Jet 37.19%
Zgg 5.73%
Other Multiboson Backgrounds 1.02%

Total Background 37.64%
Statistical Uncertainties d(sW±gg )

Signal Region 29.30%
Sidebands 4.39%

Total Statistical 29.60%
Total Systematic 37.89%
Total Luminosity 2.72%

5.3 Results

The distribution of events are studied as a function of the diphoton transverse momentum.
Figures 3 and 4 show the transverse momentum of the diphoton system for events passing
all analysis requirements of W±gg and Zgg , respectively. The signal is observed with a
significance of 2.4 s for the W±gg selection and 5.9 s for the Zgg selection. The measured
fiducial cross section in the muon channel is,

sfid
W±gg · BR (W ! `n) = 6.0 ± 1.8 (stat) ± 2.3 (syst) ± 0.2 (lumi) fb .

The fiducial cross sections measured in the Zgg analysis are 12.5 ± 2.1 (stat) ± 2.1 (syst) ±
0.3 (lumi) fb and 12.8 ± 1.8 (stat) ± 1.7 (syst) ± 0.3 (lumi) fb in the electron and muon channels

12 5 Cross-section measurement

Table 6: Systematic and statistical uncertainties affecting the Zgg fiducial cross section for
events with a leading photon having pT > 15 GeV.

Systematic Uncertainties Zgg ! eegg Zgg ! µµgg

Signal Simulation Systematics d(sZgg )
Simulation Statistics 3.25% 2.89%
Dilepton Trigger 1.33% 1.20%
Photon Identification 2.78% 2.82%
Muon Identification and Isolation 0.46%
Electron loose Identification 3.71%
Photon Conversion Safe Electron Veto 0.76% 0.76%
Photon and Electron Energy Scale 2.52% 2.62%
Muon Energy Scale – 1.60%
PDF 1.05% 1.11%
Renormalization and Factorization 0.55% 0.68%
Pile-up 1.31% 0.43%

Total Signal Simulation 6.60% 5.46%
Background Systematics d(sZgg )

Misidentified Jet 15.08% 12.51%
Other Multiboson Backgrounds 0.21% 0.26%

Total Background 15.08% 12.51%
Statistical Uncertainties d(sZgg )

Signal Region 16.54% 13.64%
Sidebands 1.39% 1.20%

Total Statistical 16.60% 13.70%
Total Systematic 16.46% 13.64%
Total Luminosity 2.60% 2.60%


